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Nanotechnology has received a tremendous amount of research interests ever since the 

first discovery of carbon nanotubes.  One-dimensional nanostructures, such as nanorods, 

nanowires, nanobelts as well as nanotubes, are of significant interest because of their 

potential application as interconnects and functional units in nanoscale electrical, 

optoelectronic, electrochemical, electromechanical, thermoelectric, spintronic, 

photovoltaic, and sensory devices.  Nanoscale one-dimensional devices promise to 

deliver improved performance, to miniaturize bulky devices, to enable higher density 

nanoscale devices, and to lower energy consumption.  As the radius of these one-

dimensional nanostructures fall below the exciton Bohr radius of their respective 

materials, the structural morphology and size effectively modulates the fundamental 
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electrical, optical, and magnetic properties due to quantum confinement effect.  In 

addition, the high surface to volume ratio of one-dimensional nanostructures enables the 

device properties to be extremely sensitivity to the environment which is particularly 

attractive for sensing application. 

Currently, the focuses of nanotechnology research are 1) the fabrication technique 

with control over the composition, crystal structure, morphology, and size, 2) the device 

assembly of nanostructures into complex functional devices, and 3) the characterization 

and application of these nanoscale devices.  There are a multitude of fabrication 

techniques for one-dimensional nanostructures, including but not exclusively, vapor-solid, 

vapor-liquid-solid, colloidal, solution-liquid-solid, self-assembly, and template directed 

electrodeposition.  As one-dimensional nanostructures are produced, several techniques 

are available to assemble them into functional complex nanoscale devices, including but 

not exclusively, electron beam lithography, focus ion beam, magnetic assembly, and AC 

dielectrophoretic alignment. 

In this work, one-dimensional cadmium telluride (CdTe) nanostructures are 

fabricated via the template directed electrodeposition.  Fundamental properties, such as 

composition, crystal structure, morphology, size, electrical, and optoelectronic properties, 

are examined.  The tuning of electrical and optoelectronic properties by the modulation of 

various material characteristics are demonstrated for potential photodetection application.  

To demonstrate biosensing application of one-dimensional nanostructure, label-free DNA 

recognition and sensing application capable of femtomolar detection is achieved with a 

single bismuth telluride (Bi2Te3) nanoribbon biosensing device. 
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Chapter 1 : Introduction 
 

1.1   Introduction 

 

One-dimensional nanostructures, such as nanorods, nanowires, nanoribbons, nanobelts, 

and nanotubes, have been researched extensively because of their unique size dependent 

electrical, optical and magnetic properties with potential application in nanoscale 

electronics, optoelectronics, photovoltaics, and sensors 1-7.  These unique size dependent 

properties are the results of their high surface to volume ratio, and carrier and photon 

confinement in two dimensions.  Serving as basic building blocks, these one-dimensional 

nanostructures are assembled and integrated into complex functional devices with 

important applications.  To realize these applications, the manipulation and the mastery 

of the key parameters, including composition, size, morphology, and crystal structure, are 

critical to the success of the nanoscale functional devices because these parameters 

ultimately control the electrical and optical properties of the devices. 

 Among II-VI semiconducting materials, cadmium chalcogenides, including 

cadmium sulfide (CdS), cadmium selenide (CdSe), and cadmium telluride (CdTe), are 

widely researched materials for potential applications in electronics, optoelectronics, 

photovoltaics, and sensors 8-14.  At room temperature, CdS, CdSe, and CdTe have a direct 

band gap of 2.42 eV, 1.74 eV, and 1.44 eV, respectively.  All of these cadmium 

chalcogenides can be obtained in both wurtzite (hexagonal) and zinc blende (cubic) 

crystal phase structure.   
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Not surprisingly, due to the properties of cadmium chalcogenides and the 

promises of one-dimensional nanostructures, intense researches have been undertaken 

and many reports have been published on the synthesis techniques, device assembly 

approaches and application demonstration of one-dimensional cadmium chalcogenides 

nanostructures.  Given that the exciton Bohr radius of CdS at 2.9 nm, CdSe at 5.6 nm, 

and CdTe at 7.5 nm, and given that the quantum confinement effect is observed when the 

radius of the nanostructures goes below their respective exciton Bohr radius, it is obvious 

that the synthesis control of one-dimensional cadmium chalcogenides nanostructures is 

absolutely critical.  The foci of the review are the current state of the art synthesis 

methods, device assembly approaches, and various electronic and optoelectronic 

applications of one-dimensional cadmium chalcogenides nanostructures. 

 

1.2   Synthesis Methods 

 

There are a multitude of synthesis techniques available for the fabrication of one-

dimensional cadmium chalcogenides nanostructures.  The most common techniques are 

vapor-solid, vapor-liquid-solid, colloidal, solution-liquid-solid, and template directed 

electrodeposition.  While there are even more exotic methods to synthesize one-

dimensional cadmium chalcogenides nanostructures 15-20, the focus will remain on the 

aforementioned synthesis techniques because they are the most encountered synthesis 

techniques of one-dimensional nanostructures being assembled for the fabrication of 

functional devices currently in literatures.  For this review, the vapor-solid and the vapor-
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liquid-solid techniques will be grouped under vapor based synthesis, colloidal and 

solution-liquid-solid techniques will be grouped under solution based synthesis, and 

template directed electrodeposition will be under its own section. 

 

1.2.1  Vapor Based Synthesis Methods 

 

Vapor-solid (VS) and vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) synthesis methods, also commonly 

known as chemical vapor deposition (CVD), are probably the two most common earliest 

routes in the synthesis of one-dimensional cadmium chalcogenides.  Essentially, the 

precursors containing cadmium and sulfur/selenium/tellurium are evaporated at a very 

high temperature, typically between 800-1200°C, to generate the vapor phase of the 

materials.  The vapor species are then transported to a region of lower temperature and 

condensed onto the surface of a substrate driven by supersaturation.  A schematic is 

shown in Figure 1.1.  The growth of one-dimensional nanostructures is possible when the 

growth is favored kinetically on a particular facet of a nanocrystal, and the wurtzite 

(hexagonal) phase structure of cadmium chalcogenides is the ideal candidate because the 

crystal structure is highly anisotropic.  In the VLS synthesis technique, gold (Au) 

nanoparticles in liquid droplet form at high temperature, acting as catalysts, catalyzes the 

growth of one-dimensional nanostructures, whereas nanoparticles are not added in the VS 

synthesis technique.  This growth process is shown in Figure 1.2. 
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1.2.1.1  Vapor-Solid Synthesis Method 

 

Cadmium sulfide nanowires were grown by the vapor-solid mechanism at a high 

temperature of 900°C with argon gas as the carrier gas on a silicon wafer 21.  Initially, 

micron-sized CdS spheroids formed as the CdS powders were evaporated at the first 15 

min. of the process.  Afterward, nanorods began to form on the surface of the spheroids, 

and they elongated into nanowires as the growth process was allowed to continue.  CdS 

nanowires were highly crystalline in the wurtzite phase crystal structure with the growth 

direction along the [100] axis.  Diameter ranged from 30 to 70 nm and lengths up to 

hundreds of micrometers.  However, the CdS nanowires were tapered and not uniformly 

wide along the whole length.  In addition to nanowires, nanobelts were also synthesized 

under similar condition by the same group 22. The width of the nanobelts were typically 

between tens to several hundreds nanometers with lengths between tens to several 

hundreds micrometers.  Both wurtzite and zinc blende phase structure of CdS nanowires 

were synthesized simultaneously at 1000°C by a different research group 23.  While the 

wurtzite CdS nanowires had a diameter of 50 nm with growth along the [101] axis, the 

zinc blende CdS nanowires had a diameter of about 100 nm with growth along the [111] 

axis.  CdS nanobelts with width between 200-500 nm and a thickness of 20 nm were 

synthesized at 1000-1200°C 24.  Under their fabrication condition, wurtzite CdS nanobelts 

grew along the [120] direction.  Under a reductive environment with H2 as the carrier gas 

instead of an inert gas at 650°C, the synthesis of CdS nanobelts with 100 nm wide, 20-30 

nm thick, and several tens of micrometers long was possible because the reductive 
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environment can decrease the temperature of chemical vapor deposition compared with 

the inert environment 25.   

 Cadmium selenide nanowires were synthesized at 850°C with diameters of 150 

nm and lengths of several micrometers 26.  They were highly crystalline in the wurtzite 

crystal phase structure.  The effect of temperature on the morphology of the nanostructure 

was studied.  As the synthesis temperature was increased incrementally to 1150°C, the 

morphology evolved from nanowires to nanorods to nanoparticles to tetrapods showing 

the manipulation of the growth morphology through the control of temperature. 

 

1.2.1.2  Vapor-Liquid-Solid Synthesis Method 

  

CdS nanobelts and nanowires were synthesized with Au nanoparticles as catalysts at a 

temperature region lower than the VS synthesis method 27.  Nanowires synthesized were 

typically 60-80 nm in diameter and several tens of micrometers in length with a highly 

crystalline wurtzite phase structure and a [131] growth orientation.  It was also found that 

the temperature can affect the morphology of the nanostructures 28.  While CdS nanobelts 

were formed in the temperature region of 600-750°C, nanowires with diameters between 

50-200 nm were formed at a lower temperature region between 500-600°C.  The 

nanobelts were tapered, and both nanobelts and nanowires displayed highly crystalline 

wurtzite phase structure with growth orientation along the [101] direction 28, 29.  By 

further controlling the size of the Au nanoparticles, Lieber group synthesized very narrow 

CdS nanowires from a single source precursor, Cd(S2CNEt2)2 
30.  The diameters of the 
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nanowires were controlled by the size of the Au nanoparticles serving as catalyst for 

growth.  With 10 nm and 20 nm Au particles, the average diameters of the nanowires 

were 14 nm and 24 nm, respectively.  To further assist the growth of the nanostructures, 

laser beam was also employed to direct the growth of nanowires on the nanoparticles 31. 

 Similar to CdS nanostructures, CdSe nanobelts were synthesized with Au 

nanoparticles at 750°C 32.  Although the nanobelts were tapered, which is typical of VS 

and VLS synthesis methods, the nanobelts exhibited highly crystalline wurtzite structure 

with a [011] growth direction.  By further tuning the temperature and the pressure 

condition, shape control of CdSe nanostructures was realized 33.  While a temperature of 

630°C and a high chamber pressure at 600 mbar favored the growth of nanosaws and 

nanocombs, a higher temperature of 700°C and a lower chamber pressure of 4 mbar 

produced more nanobelts.  In contrast to CdS nanowires, the growth of CdSe nanowires 

morphology was dominated under high temperature and high pressure.  It is interesting to 

note that the growth direction was shown to be different between the nanobelts and the 

nanowires.  Similar to laser assisted growth of CdS nanowires, laser beam was also used 

to assist the growth of high quality wurtzite CdSe nanowires on the Au nanoparticles 31, 34.   

Using Au nanoparticles with various diameters as catalysts and a single source molecular 

precursor, nanowires of CdSe were synthesized with controllable diameter according to 

the size of the Au nanoparticles 35.   

 In addition, ternary CdSxSe1-x nanoribbons and nanowires were synthesized by the 

VLS synthesis route with Au nanoparticles 36.  Both sulfur rich nanoribbons, CdS0.6Se0.4, 

and selenium rich nanowires, CdS0.3Se0.7, were synthesized by introducing both CdS and 
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CdSe precursors into the furnace.  Nanoribbons were typically several micrometers in 

width and 60-100 nm in thickness, and nanowires were around 100 – 500 nm in diameter.  

Similar to previous results, a higher temperature of 600°C was required to grow the 

nanoribbons whereas 450°C was enough to synthesize the nanowires. 

Although the one-dimensional CdS and CdSe nanostructures with shape control 

synthesized by the VS synthesis technique were highly crystalline, various crystalline 

growth directions and sizes were found.  With the addition of Au nanoparticles in the 

VLS synthesis method, the size of the nanowires was defined by the size of the Au 

nanoparticles giving VLS an advantage of controlling the size.  While one-dimensional 

CdS and CdSe nanostructures have been synthesized by both the VS and VLS synthesis 

technique, there has been very little literature on the synthesis of one-dimensional CdTe 

nanostructure with the VS or the VLS synthesis technique. 

 

1.2.2  Solution Based Synthesis 

 

In addition to vapor based synthesis, one-dimensional cadmium chalcogenides 

nanostructures have also been synthesized via solution based synthesis.  Colloidal 

synthesis of one-dimensional nanostructures essentially evolved from the synthesis of 

zero-dimensional quantum dots.  The anisotropic wurtzite crystal phase structure of 

cadmium chalcogenides enables the possible growth of one-dimensional nanostructures.  

By manipulating the relative growth rate of different facets of a nanocrystal by the 
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addition of various surfactants acting as ligands, one-dimensional nanostructure is formed 

through the preferential growth of one particular axis. 

 The solution-liquid-solution (SLS) methodology for the growth of one-

dimensional nanostructure is very similar to that of the colloidal synthesis of quantum 

dots.  Both methods involve the usage of various ligands in a reaction bath at high 

temperature.  One major obvious difference is that like VLS method SLS employs 

nanoparticles acting as catalysts to promote the growth of the nanostructures.  Typically, 

metals with a lower melting point temperature, such as bismuth, have been employed.  So 

far this method has produced some of the narrowest and longest nanowires with very high 

aspect ratio.  The benefit of SLS growth over VL and VLS growth includes lower 

reaction temperatures with the assist of catalysts.  Similar to the colloidal synthesis, 

another advantage of SLS over VLS is that the surface properties can be modified by 

changing the surface capping ligands. 

 

1.2.2.1  Colloidal Synthesis Methods 

 

To promote the growth of CdSe nanorods, Alivisatos group manipulated the kinetic 

growth of CdSe quantum dots to promote growth preferentially at the c-axis of the 

wurtzite phase structure 37.  Being an anisotropic material in the wurtzite phase structure, 

the growth of nanorods was favored when the reaction was kinetically driven by a high 

concentration of the monomer.  Under such condition, growth rate was faster along the c-

axis of the wurtzite phase structure forming rod-like nanostructures.  By controlling the 
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ratio of trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) and hexylphosphonic acid (HPA) in the 

synthesis process, CdSe nanorods with diameter between 5 and 9 nm, and aspect ratio of 

10:1 were synthesized.  The synthesis process was further refined as the ratio of 

surfactants, injection volume, and monomer concentration were varied to control the 

shape of the nanostructures 38.  Nanorods with an even higher aspect ratio of 30:1 were 

produced under the condition of 20% HPA, with multiple injections of 1 ml monomer 

stock solution and each injection over a period of 6 min.  Both zinc blende and wurtzite 

phase structure were found within a single nanowire.  In addition, tear-shaped and 

tetrapod-shaped CdSe nanostructures were produced under varying conditions. 

The mechanism of crystal growth was further examined and it was determined 

that strong cadmium ligands, such as HPA and TDPA, were important and necessary 

because they enabled the high monomer concentration for one-dimensional growth 39.  

Peng group pointed out that the process is essentially a diffusion controlled growth 

mechanism.  When the concentration of the monomer is high, the monomers diffused into 

the diffusion sphere are quickly consumed by the c-axis due to a higher chemical 

potential at that facet forming a nanorod.  As the concentration of the monomer is 

reduced to a certain threshold, the combination of high growth reaction rate and slower 

diffusion driving force causes the monomers in the diffusion sphere being shared by all 

the facets promoting three-dimensional growth (nanocrystals).  Subsequently, in addition 

to investigating other factors influencing nucleation and growth, another cadmium 

precursors, CdO, were used to replace Cd(CH3)2, a more toxic, volatile, and expensive 

organometallic compound 40.  Various ligands for Cd, such as HPA, Dodecylphosphonic 
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acid (DDPA) and octadecylphosphonic acid (ODPA), and Se, such as TOPO, TOP, and 

tributylphosphine (TBP), were investigated and compared 41.  CdSe nanowires with a 

diameter of 8 nm and a length of 220 nm were synthesized by using DDPA as the 

complexing ligand for Cd and TOP as the complexing ligand for Se.  Contrary to other 

groups, it was found that higher reaction temperature at 310°C favored the growth of high 

aspect ratio nanorods. 

Not surprisingly, CdS nanorods were also synthesized in a similar manner to 

CdSe nanorods.  Using a single source precursor, Cd(S2CNEt2)2 in hexadecylamine 

(HDA) as the surfactant, CdS nanorods, bipods, tripods, and tetrapods were synthesized 

by controlling the synthesis temperature and the precursor concentration 42.  While the 

nanorods, with an aspect ratio of 4, were highly crystalline with only wurtzite phase 

structure, the bipods, tripods, and tetrapods contained zinc blende phase structure at the 

core and wurtzite phase structure at the arms.  By studying the effect of synthesis 

temperature from 280°C to 330°C, nanowires with a diameter of 3.5 nm with an aspect 

ratio as high as 300 were synthesized as the temperature was increased to 330°C 43.  A 

more detailed study was performed to examine the influence of ODPA to Cd mole ratio, 

Cd to S ratio, precursor concentration, injection process, and ligands with varying chain 

lengths 44.  As the ODPA to Cd mole ratio and the Cd to S ratio increased, the aspect ratio 

of the CdS nanorods increased.  It was also found that ODPA, having the longest chain 

lengths studied, was better at controlling the aspect ratio of the nanorods.  When the 

process was optimized, CdS nanowires with 4 nm diameter and 600 nm length were 
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synthesized.  Korgel group modified the injection technique to produce very narrow CdS 

nanorods with diameter of 2 nm and lengths up to 300nm 45. 

The chain lengths and the concentration of ligands were shown to have a 

significant impact to the shape of CdTe nanorods 46.  While tributylphosphine (TBP) or 

trihexylphosphine (THP) yielded dot shaped CdTe nanocrystals, trioctylphosphine (TOP) 

produced elongated CdTe nanorods.  Low concentration of monomers yielded dot, 

medium concentration of monomers yielded rods, and high concentration of monomers 

yielded tetrapods.  A completely different set of ligands containing the thiol functional 

group were investigated at a very low synthesis temperature of 80°C 47, 48.  Thioglycolic 

acid (TGA), mercaptosuccinic acid (MSA), thiolactic acid (TLA), and L-cysteine (LCS) 

were used as the capping ligands for the synthesis of 1D CdTe nanorods.  The precursor 

molar ratio of Cd/Te in a system using TGA and LCS as ligands is crucial in affecting the 

shape 49.  While a high Cd/Te ratio favors the formation of 0D CdTe nanoparticles, a low 

Cd/Te ratio promotes the formation of one-dimensional CdTe nanorods.  Mixed ligands 

as well as positively charge ligands have also been successfully employed to produced 

CdTe nanorods 50, 51. 

 Following the synthesis of CdSe nanowires, more complex core/shell nanorod 

heterostructures have also been produced.  Initially, CdS/ZnS as shell was chemically 

grown on CdSe nanorod as core with a mixture of Cd(CH3)2, (TMS)2S, and Et2Zn in TBP 

as stock solution at a lower temperature of 160°C 52.  Using similar method, zero-

dimensional CdSe core with one-dimensional CdS shell nanorods were synthesized 53.  

Synthesis of multisegmented nanorods and tetrapods of CdS, CdSe and CdTe have also 
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been demonstrated with the colloidal method.  By a sequential injection of  S precursor, 

Te precursor, and Se precursor solution into the reaction, multisegmented alternating  

CdSe-CdS-CdSe, CdS-CdTe-CdS, CdTe-CdSe-CdTe and CdSe-CdTe-CdSe 

heterostructure nanorods were synthesized 54 55-59. 

 

1.2.2.2  Solution-Liquid-Solid Synthesis Method 

 

Buhro group added bismuth (Bi) nanoparticles, acting as catalysts, with cadmium stearate 

as the cadmium source and n-R3PSe (R=butyl or octyl) as the selenium source in 

trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) at 240-300°C 60.  The diameter of the CdSe nanowires 

was controlled by varying the reaction temperature and the size of the Bi nanoparticles.  

While the diameter of the nanowires was in the range of 5-20 nm, the length was found to 

be typically in micrometer scale giving the nanowires a much higher aspect ratio than the 

previous catalyst free solution synthesis methods.  In a seed mediated growth mechanism, 

CdSe nucleates on the surface of the molten metal Bi nanoparticle as the Cd and Se ions 

saturate within the Bi nanoparticle catalyst forming the initial core of the CdSe nanowire.  

The nanoparticle then elongates into a nanowire with the further addition of Cd and Se 

ions within the Bi nanoparticle.  As the CdSe nanowire grows, organic surfactants 

passivate the surface of the CdSe nanowire preventing any undesired transverse growth. 

Various parameters were studied to further control the size and morphology.  

Using gold-bismuth core-shell nanoparticles as catalysts, straight and branched CdSe 

nanowires were synthesized by manipulating the reaction mixture concentration, the 
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Cd/Se molar ratio, the reaction temperature, the size of the Au/Bi nanoparticles, and the 

concentration of the Au/Bi nanoparticles 61, 62.  Both zinc blende and wurtzite phase 

structures were typically presented within the same CdSe nanowire with an average 

diameter of 10 nm and length of 1-10 µm.  Higher temperature (330-350°C) favored the 

growth of straight CdSe nanowire while lower temperature (280-330°C) favored the 

branched variation.  A Cd/Se precursor optimal ratio of 7:1 was preferred for straight 

nanowires, and a Cd/Se ratio of 1.7:1 was preferred for branched nanowires.  In addition 

to Bi and Au/Bi nanoparticles, noble metal nanoparticles catalysts, such as Au, Pd, Ag, 

and Pt, have also been demonstrated to synthesize CdSe nanorods 63.  However, the 

nanorods shown were typically less than 50 nm in length comparing to micrometer scale 

nanowires grown with Bi or Au/Bi nanoparticles. 

   Following the synthesis of CdSe nanowires, straight and branched CdTe 

nanowires were also synthesized with the same previous method of using Au/Bi 

nanoparticles as catalysts 64.  High aspect ratio nanowires were obtained with diameter 

ranging from 8-10 nm and length exceeding 10 µm.  CdTe nanowires synthesized 

typically contained both the wurtzite and the zinc blende phase structure.  Contrary to 

CdSe nanowires, the straight CdTe nanowires were favored when the reaction 

temperature was below 275°C, whereas branching CdTe nanowires were observed when 

the reaction temperature was above 285°C.  Branching is favored at low temperature for 

CdSe nanowires because the zinc blende phase structure is more stable than the wurtzite 

phase structure at low temperature.  However, for CdTe nanowires, the opposite is true 

where the wurtzite phase structure is more favorable at low temperature.  Since the zinc 
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blende phase structure promotes the branching effect in nanowires, straight nanowires are 

obtained by choosing a reaction temperature where the wurtzite phase structure is more 

favorable.  Buhro’s group has also synthesized CdTe nanowires with Bi nanoparticles as 

catalyst 65.  In addition to having high aspect ratio, under optimized synthesis conditions, 

CdTe nanowires were essentially unbranched and highly crystalline with only wurtzite 

phase structure. 

CdS nanowires have also been synthesized with Au/Bi core/shell nanoparticles 

producing nanowires with an average diameter of 14 nm and length exceeding 1 µm 66.  

Nanowire was highly crystalline and exhibited the wurtzite phase structure with no 

evidence of the zinc blende phase structure.  More interestingly, bismuth salts, such as 

BiCl3 which is inexpensive, were replacing Bi or Au/Bi nanoparticles to catalyze the 

synthesis of CdS, CdSe and CdTe nanowires 67.  All nanowires produced were highly 

crystalline with essentially both wurtzite and zinc blende phase structures, although the 

role of Bi salts in catalyzing the nanowire growth was still being investigated. 

As these nanowires were constructed, efforts began to increase their complexity, 

such as core/shell, axial (multi-segmented), and branching nanoscale heterostructures.  

Buhro group first synthesized branched heterostructure CdSe-ZnSe nanowires by 

depositing bismuth nanoparticles onto the surface of the nanowires to promote 

subsequent branching growth 68.  CdSe/CdS core/shell nanowire heterostructure were 

synthesized chemically by introducing precursors into premade CdSe nanowires in 

noncoordinating solvent 69.  While thinner shell shows epitaxial growth, but as the shell 

grows thicker, the shell appeared polycrystalline implying epitaxial growth at the onset of 
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deposition.  Segmented heterostructure nanowire composed of CdS-CdSe-CdS has also 

been synthesized with Bi nanoparticles 70.  Segmented CdS-CdSe-CdS nanowires were 

synthesized by binding the Bi nanoparticle catalysts on a substrate and introducing the 

substrate sequentially into two alternating solution baths containing the different 

precursors. 

Solution-liquid-solid synthesis technique has demonstrated a finer control on the 

size and morphology than the colloidal synthesis method.  The operating temperature of 

colloidal and SLS synthesis technique is much lower than that of the VS or the VLS 

method while maintaining the same level of crystalline quality.  The ability to change the 

surface properties by changing the ligands at the surface of the one-dimensional 

nanostructure is unique to colloidal and SLS synthesis method which may play a critical 

role in the electrical and optoelectronic properties of devices. 

 

1.2.3  Template Directed Electrodeposition 

 

Template directed electrodeposition offers another attractive method to fabricate one-

dimensional nanostructures.  The strength of the method is simplicity, cost effectiveness, 

and high throughput in the fabrication of the nanostructures amiable to large scale 

manufacturing.  While the template serves as a mold or a scaffold to control the 

dimension and the shape of the nanostructures, electrodeposition converts the raw 

materials into nanostructures according to the mold within the template.  Several types of 

templates are already currently being used for the fabrication of one-dimensional 
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nanostructure.  Anodized aluminum oxide (AAO) template and ion track etch 

polycarbonate (PC) membrane are commonly used and cheaply available.  Other more 

creative and exotic templates such as the step edges of a surface of a substrate have also 

been exploited.  In addition, template directed electrodeposition allows for more complex 

nanostructures based on one-dimensional nanostructures, such as multi-segmented 

nanowire as well as two-dimensional array of one-dimensional nanostructures.  The 

template contributes by controlling the dimension and shape, and electrodeposition 

dictates the composition of compound materials, the phase structure, and crystalline 

quality of the 1D nanostructures.  The combination of controlling the morphology, the 

size, the composition and the crystalline structure leads to the control of electrical and 

optoelectronic properties for various applications. 

 

1.2.3.1  Electrodeposition of CdS Nanowire 

 

 Moskovits group first applied AC electrodeposition method to electrodeposit CdS 

nanowire arrays in AAO templates with CdCl2 and elemental S dissolved in dimethyl 

sulfoxide (DMSO) at 100-160°C 71.  As deposited CdS nanowire arrays were 

polycrystalline with a hexagonal structure and a preferential [002] growth direction in the 

template.  While the preferential growth direction was undetectable for nanowires 

deposited at 100°C, the diffraction peak (002) was more pronounced as the temperature 

was raised to 160°C indicating the influence of temperature to the crystal quality of the 

nanowire arrays.  DC electrodeposition methods with a variety of deposition baths and 
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conditions have also been explored by Guo group to electrodeposit CdS nanowires.  They 

have been electrodeposited galvanostatically from a DMSO bath consisting of CdCl2 and 

S at 110°C, potentiostatically from an aqueous bath containing CdCl2 and thioacetamide 

(TAA) with pH 4.6 at 70°C, and galvanostatically from CdCl2, EDTA, and S2O3
2- with 

pH 5-6 at room temperature 72-74.  Growing CdS nanowires galvanostatically from DMSO 

bath produced a single crystal CdS nanowire arrays in hexagonal phase structure with a 

preferential [101] growth direction.  CdS nanowires grown in the aqueous acid bath led to 

growth in [100] direction with a hexagonal structure.  However, no evidence for 

crystalline structure was observed for CdS nanowires grown at room temperature.  In 

addition to electrodeposit CdS nanowires in the hexagonal phase, cubic phase structure of 

CdS nanowires has also been electrodeposited.  CdS nanowires have been 

electrodeposited from an aqueous basic NH4OH/NH4Cl bath with CdSO4, EDTA, and 

S2O3
2- at room temperature, and this condition yielded polycrystalline cubic phase CdS 

nanowires with (111) and (220) diffraction peaks 75.  To further improve and control the 

crystalline quality of the CdS nanowire arrays, Zhang group studied the effect of current 

density 76.  By applying a very low current density to electrodeposit CdS nanowire arrays 

from a DMSO bath containing Cd(NO3)2 and elemental S at 110°C, high quality single 

crystal CdS nanowire arrays was grown possessing a hexagonal structure with a growth 

axis in the [103] direction.  As the current density was increased, the CdS nanowire 

arrays became polycrystalline with no obvious preferential growth orientation.  It is quite 

clear that the growth, the phase structure, crystal quality and preferential growth 
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orientation are influenced by the electrodeposition method and condition.  By carefully 

controlling these conditions, CdS nanowires with desired attributes can be obtained. 

Instead of shaping CdS nanowires with AAO template, Penner group applied a 

two step electrochemical/chemical method to fabricate CdS hemicylindrical shell 

nanowires at the step edge of a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) surface termed 

electrochemical step-edge decoration (ESED) 77.  Cadmium nanowires were first 

electrodeposited selectively at the step edge followed by the conversion of Cd to CdS 

nanowires under a flowing H2S at 280-300 °C.  The formation of hemicylindrial CdS 

nanowire was caused by the Kirkendall effect which occurred when the rate of transport 

of Cd through the CdS layer is faster than the rate of transport of S through the CdS layer 

creating a hollow cylindrical structure.  In addition to utilizing AAO template as one 

form of template, by creating complex designs of templates, 1-D nanostructures can be 

molded into intricate shapes and structures. 

Highlighting another key advantage of template directed electrodeposition, Xu 

group demonstrated the control of a material property, band gap, by modulating the 

composition of CdS1-xSex 
78.  By simply varying the concentration of S and Se in the 

deposition bath, the composition ratio of CdS1-xSex was varied.  The composition ratio 

had a direct correlation to the band gap energy and they were fitted to the relationship 

Eg(x)=Eg(0) – αx +βx2.  As the composition of the nanowires was varied, the band gaps 

of the CdS1-xSex nanowires were continuously tuned from 1.75eV (CdSe) to 2.44eV 

(CdS).  To be able to tune the material properties by controlling the composition via 
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electrodeposition condition offers another means to meet the needs of important 

application. 

 

1.2.3.2  Electrodeposition of CdSe Nanowire 

 

 One of the earliest works in the fabrication of CdSe nanowires with template 

directed electrodeposition was originated from Sailor and Martin group.  Applying 

previously established techniques and protocols for thin film electrodeposition, they 

electrodeposited CdSe into AAO membrane forming an array of CdSe nanowires from an 

acid sulfate bath containing CdSO4 and SeO2 
79.  The restriction of a template led to an 

improvement of surface morphology since typically thin film electrodeposition of CdSe 

produced a cauliflower morphology.  Similar to their earlier work with CdS, Moskovits 

group employed the same strategy to electrodeposit CdSe from a DMSO bath with AC 

electrodeposition 80.  In addition, by adding both elemental S and Se into the deposition 

bath, ternary semiconductor CdSxSe1-x nanowire arrays were obtained.  The band gap of 

ternary CdSxSe1-x was correlated as a function of S/Se ratio in the deposition bath.  DC 

electrodeposition of CdSe nanowire array from DMSO bath consisting of CdCl2 and 

saturated elemental Se at an elevated temperature of 185°C showed high quality 

crystalline nanowires in a hexagonal phase structure 72, 81.  CdSe nanowires 

electrodeposited from an aqueous bath of CdSO4, H2SeO2 at pH 2.5 in room temperature 

yielded nanowires with a polycrystalline cubic phase structure 82.  Electrodeposition of 

CdSe from an ammonia alkaline solution of CdCl2 and SeO2 at room temperature with a 
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post deposition annealing at 400°C produced polycrystalline CdSe nanowires in 

hexagonal phase structure 83.  Composition ratio of Cd:Se was found to be tunable by 

varying the pH of the deposition bath. 

Mallouk group capitalized on another advantage of template directed 

electrodeposition and fabricated multi-segmented metal-CdSe-metal nanowires 84.  By 

electrodepositing different materials in sequence into an AAO template, nanowires with 

multiple connecting segments are prepared.  This method enables the ability to produce 

nanoscale heterojunctions comprised of various semiconductors as well as nanoscale 

metal-semiconductor junctions known as Schottky junctions. 

Combining E-beam lithography and electrochemical deposition, an array of 

vertically aligned CdSe nanopillars has been fabricated by applying standard lithography 

technique to construct the template and electrodeposition to grow the nanostructure 85-87.  

Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) and copolymer were spin-coated on indium tin oxide 

(ITO) coated glass substrate forming a bilayer photoresist.  The desired 2-D pattern of 

nanopillars was exposed to e-beam and developed to reveal the pattern of exposed ITO 

that was ready for electrodeposition.  Once the CdSe was electrodeposited, the template 

of photoresist was then dissolved leaving behind a 2-D pattern of vertically aligned 

nanopillars.  This technique essentially allows any 2-D pattern that is producible by e-

beam lithography to construct a template for electrodeposition of nanomaterials. 

Progressing from their earlier work on CdS, Penner group also electrodeposited 

CdSe with ESED method on HOPG step edges as templates 88.  Deposited CdSe 

nanowires were polycrystalline with a cubic phase structure.  In addition, by displacing 
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Se with S from exposure of CdSe nanowires to gaseous H2S at high temperature, CdSe-

CdS core-shell nanowires were fabricated. 

 

1.2.3.3  Electrodeposition of CdTe Nanowire 

 

Comparing to 1-D CdS and CdSe nanostructures, electrodeposition of 1-D CdTe 

nanostructures has received fewer attentions.  Initially, CdTe nanowire arrays were 

electrodeposited galvanostatically within AAO templates from a nonaqueous ethylene 

glycol bath at 160°C containing CdCl2, TeCl4, and KI 72, 89.  CdTe nanowire arrays were 

hexagonal phase structure with a preferential [002] growth direction along the nanowire 

axis with high crystalline quality.  Room temperature electrodeposition of CdTe nanowire 

arrays within AAO templates was also performed from an aqueous bath containing 

CdSO4, TeO2, at pH 2 adjusted with H2SO4 with a post deposition annealing at 300°C for 

1 hr.  CdTe nanowires obtained were cubic structure with a predominant [220] growth 

direction 90.  Ohgai group was the first to provide some electrical measurement of a CdTe 

nanowire array electrodeposited at room temperature 91.  Temperature dependent 

resistance measurement indicated CdTe to be amorphous phase and the electron transport 

based on a hopping conduction mechanism.  Besides AAO templates, polycarbonate 

membranes have also been used for nanowire fabrication 92, 93.  The advantage of 

polycarbonate membranes over AAO is that high temperature coupled with high acidic 

aqueous environment tends to dissolve the AAO when the deposition time is over several 

hours. 
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Our group has electrodeposited and assembled a single CdTe nanowire into 

electrical devices, and has measured their electrical and optoelectronic properties 94.  

With a deposition bath containing CdSO4 and TeO2 with pH adjusted to 2, deposition at 

70°C yielded polycrystalline nanowires with a cubic phase structure.  At deposition 

potential V=-0.550V vs. Ag/AgCl, CdTe nanowires were growing at a preferential [111] 

orientation.  As the deposition potential is moved toward V=-0.625V vs. Ag/AgCl, 

nanowires were growing at a preferential [220] direction. 

Another form of template, lithographically patterned nanowire electrodeposition 

(LPNE), was pioneered by Penner group 95.  A sacrificial conducting layer, typically 

nickel, was evaporated on a silicon oxide wafer.  A layer of photoresist was spincoated 

on top of the sacrificial layer.  Standard photolithography technique defined the layout 

and the position of the nanowires.  Once the pattern was exposed and developed, the 

exposed sacrificial layer was etched away and a horizontal trench was formed as the 

sacrificial layer recessed underneath the photoresist.  Materials were then 

electrodeposited into the horizontal trench forming nanoribbons.  Metal electrodes can 

then be evaporated with standard photolithography technique.  Applying the LPNE 

technique, our group has fabricated rectangular CdTe nanoribbons instead of a cylindrical 

nanowire.  A key advantage of this technique is that it integrates fabrication and device 

assembly into a seamless process.  It also allows the precise location and orientation of 

the nanodevices on a wafer level which is extremely attractive for mass production of 

nanodevices. 
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 Template directed electrodeposition provides a powerful tool to control the 

composition, shape and size of one-dimensional nanostructure.  Building upon the idea of 

bottom-up approach, a 2-D array of 1-D nanostructure has already been realized.  The 

challenge lies in designing of the template to create even more complex nanostructure 

from 1-D nanostructure.  By controlling these parameters, electrical properties and 

optical properties of the nanoscale electrical devices are also tuned to suit the needs of 

various applications.  Although various research groups have already demonstrated a 

preferential growth of high quality crystalline 1-D nanostructure, it is yet unknown how 

to control exactly the growth orientation and crystal phase structure electrochemically.  

Challenges remain to electrodeposit high quality single crystalline one-dimensional 

nanostructures in room temperature without any post deposition heat treatment. 

 

1.3  Device Assembly 

 

 To realize practical electrical devices, these one-dimensional nanostructures need 

to be integrated into devices on a massive parallel manufacturing setting.  Integration of 

one-dimensional nanostructures into functional devices remains to be a challenging 

research topic.  A variety of techniques have been published to address this issue, such as 

microfluidic channels 96, magnetic alignment 97-99, and AC dielectrophoretic alignment 100.  

Unfortunately, these techniques lack the ability to position a nanowire precisely to a 

specific location with a specific orientation.  To be able to fabricate an array of numerous 

devices, orientation and location control of nanowires on a substrate are critical. 
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 Lithographically patterned nanowire electrodeposition is a novel device 

fabrication technique that integrates both the “bottom-up” electrochemical synthesis of 

the nano-materials and the “top-down” photolithography to fabricate batches of high 

density nanodevices with desired size and composition along with integrated micro-

electrodes 95, 101.  This technique offers precise orientation, location control of 

nanostructures, and patterning of electrodes on a wafer level improving the yields of 

functional devices which is extremely attractive for mass production.  Typical nanodevice 

fabrication involves a batch synthesis of these one-dimensional nanostructures followed 

by the assembly of the nanostructures into nanodevices on a substrate using techniques 

such as e-beam lithography, focus ion beam (FIB), AC dielectrophoretic, and magnetic 

assembly which are low-yield and costly.  The orientation and location control are 

achieved by defining the exact position of materials via standard photolithography 

technique.  Materials are then electrodeposited in those specific location thus realizing 

precise orientation and location control of nanostructures.  The drawback of this 

technique is that the crystalline quality of the nanostructures is typically not as high 

quality as nanostructures fabricated from the VLS or the SLS methods. 

 

1.4  Applications 

 

Assembly of nanoscale building blocks into complex nanoscale electrical devices 

offers the capability to fulfill the needs of various commercial applications.  Nanoscale 

devices promise to improve performance, to miniaturize devices, to enable high density 
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devices, and to lower energy consumption.  Numerous researchers have reported the 

successful construction of various nanoscale electrical and optoelectronic devices, such 

as field-effect transistors, metal-semiconductor junctions, photodetectors, 

photoluminescence, and photovoltaics. 

 

1.4.1    Field-Effect Transistors 

 

 Field-effect transistor (FET) is a basic element in electrical circuit for high density 

integrated circuit such as microprocessors and semiconductor memories.  It is a three 

terminal device where the current flow between the source and the drain is modulated 

capacitively by a third electrode called the gate.  From a typical transfer characteristics 

chart of source-drain current (ISD) vs. gate potential (VG), key characteristic parameters 

for a FET, such as mobility (µn), on-off ratio, threshold voltage (VT), and 

transconductance (gm), are determined.  For an n-type semiconductor with electrons being 

the major charge carriers, while a device with positive threshold voltage is normally off 

and requires a positive gate potential to turn the channel on, a device with negative 

threshold voltage is normally on and requires a negative gate potential to turn the channel 

off.  The opposite is true for a p-type semiconductor with holes as the major charge 

carriers.  Transconductance, in the linear regime, is given by the formula 102, 103: 
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where W and L are width and length of the channel, µn is the FET mobility of the carrier, 

and C is the gate capacitance given by the formula 102, 103: 
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where ε is the dielectric constant of SiO2, ε0 is the permittivity, A is the cross sectional 

area of the nanoribbon, r is the radius of the nanowire, L is the length of the nanostructure, 

and d is the thickness of the SiO2 dielectric layer. 

 CdS nanoribbon, synthesized by the VLS method and integrated into a metal-

insulator-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MISFET) device by e-beam lithography 

technique, exhibited an n-type FET behavior in the enhancement mode (normally off), 

where a positive gate to source voltage is necessary to turn on the conduction channel 104.  

Several devices were fabricated with an average threshold voltage of 18.3 V and on-off 

current ratio of 104.  FET mobility was estimated to be 1.7 cm2/Vs.  While this value is 

comparable to nanocrystalline thin film of 1.46 cm2/Vs, it’s far from the bulk CdS value 

of 340 cm2/Vs.  The small mobility was attributed to scattering and trapping near the 

surface due to the high surface to volume ratio of the nanoribbon.  The high threshold 

voltage was attributed to the thick gate insulator SiO2, Schottky barrier between the metal 

and the semiconductor, and the trapping of electrons due to adsorption of ambient gases 

near the surface.  Device exhibiting n-type FET behavior in the depletion mode (normally 

on) was also fabricated 105.  This device had a threshold voltage at -13.5V, an on-off ratio 
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of greater than 108 and a transconductance of about 200 nA/V, giving a FET mobility of 

146 cm2/Vs. 

 In addition to metal-insulator-semiconductor FET, metal-semiconductor Schottky 

field-effect transistor (MESFET) with CdS nanoribbon have also been realized 106, 107.  In 

a MESFET, the source-drain current was modulated by a Schottky gate that was 

evaporated on the CdS nanoribbon between the source and drain electrode.  In such a 

setup, the VG needed to be limited in order to avoid excess leakage.  Both enhancement 

mode (normally off) and depletion mode (normally on) devices were fabricated.  This 

device had a much lower threshold voltage at 0.18 V for the device under enhancement 

mode and -1.56 V for the device under depletion mode.  A transconductance of 14.6 

nA/V with an on-off ratio of 5x103 was obtained for the enhancement mode.  For the 

depletion mode, transconductance of 3.5 µA/V and on-off ratio of 2x108 with a very high 

mobility at 330 cm2/Vs were obtained, in which the FET mobility was very comparable 

to the bulk value of 340 cm2/Vs. 

 Building upon these basic building blocks, more complex CdS nanostructures, 

such logic circuits, were constructed 14.  By defining three ohmic contact electrodes and 

two Schottky contact electrodes on a single CdS nanowire, a nanoscale NOT logic gate 

(an inverter) was constructed.  In addition, NOR and NAND logic gates were also 

assembled and demonstrated. 

A single n-type CdSe nanoribbon, synthesized by the VLS method, showed 

pronounced gating effect with a threshold voltage of 20.9 V and an on-off current ratio of 

> 104 under dark 12.  Transconductance of 2.1x10-8 A/V at Vds=0.8V and a FET electron 
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mobility of 9.6 cm2/Vs was obtained, but the electron mobility was significantly below 

that of the bulk CdSe, 900 cm2/Vs.  CdSe nanowire, synthesized with the SLS method, 

showed a threshold voltage between -7.5 V and -2.5 V, and an on-off ratio between 103 

and 106 108.  Unfortunately, there are virtually very few literatures on the electrical and 

FET properties of one-dimensional CdTe nanostructure. 

 

1.4.2  Photodetectors 

 

 Since CdS, CdSe and CdTe are direct band gap semiconducting materials, it’s not 

surprising that they are of particular interest for photodetection applications.  

Respectively, they have intrinsic band gap energy of 2.42eV, 1.74eV, and 1.44eV at 

room temperature corresponding to a wavelength of 512 nm, 713 nm, and 861 nm.  

Essentially, any energy above the band gap energy absorbed causes electrons to excite 

from the valence band into the conduction band leaving behind holes in the valence band.  

Generating electron-hole pairs contributes to the increase in the carrier concentration 

resulting in a higher conductance of the material.  Materials that respond to light in such a 

manner are ideal candidates for optical devices.  The absorption of light for a particular 

material is measured by its absorption coefficient.  A high value means the light is 

absorbed near the surface while a low value means the light can penetrate deep into the 

material before it is absorbed.  Thus, materials with a high absorption coefficient value 

are typically desirable for thin film and nanoscale based photodetectors. 
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 Ideally, the nanoscale photodetectors must exhibit low dark currents, high 

sensitivity, high on/off ratio, fast response, and low noise under low bias voltage and 

current condition.  The performance of a photodetector is measured by several indicators.  

The responsivity of a photodetector is defined as: 

P

I
R PC=        Eqn. (1.4) 

where IPC is the photocurrent and P is the incident light power.  Photoconductive gain is 

defined as the number of electrons collected by the electrodes due to excitation by one 

photon, with the equation: 
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where Ne is the number of electrons collected in a unit time, Np is the number photons 

absorbed in a unit time, τ is carrier lifetime, µ is the mobility, E is the electric field, and L 

is the length between the electrodes.  A large gain enhances the sensitivity of the optical 

device.  Response speed is also a key parameter which determines the capability of a 

photodetector to follow a fast varying signal.  Because longer carrier lifetime is required 

for high gain and shorter carrier lifetime yields faster response, there is a trade off 

between high gain and fast response time. 

 Various photodetectors using CdS nanobelts have been demonstrated by various 

research groups 104, 109-111.  Under exposure to white light, the conductance of VLS 

fabricated CdS nanobelts increased by 4 orders of magnitude with fast response time of 1 

sec rise time and 3 sec decay time 110.  CdS nanobelts with fast response, average rise 

time of 91 ms and decay time of 864 ms, showed a conductance increase of 5 orders of 
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magnitude upon illumination by green laser 109.  Although the decay time to a stable dark 

current was long, but at the onset of decay, the current dropped 5 orders of magnitude in 

6 ms.  Comparing photocurrent under ambient air and vacuum showed that surface 

trapping, much like ZnO, do affect the photocurrent.  The effect of photocurrent on field- 

effect transport properties was further investigated 104.  As light intensity was increased, 

the threshold voltage shifted from 18.3V to -23.4V toward negative direction due to an 

increased electron carrier concentration under light, and more negative threshold voltage 

was required to deplete the CdS nanobelts.  FET mobility also increased from 1.7 to 6.2 

cm2/Vs due to the reduction of scattering of carriers by defects and impurities as carrier 

concentration increased.   Photoconductive gain was 102 with very high response speed 

reported a rise time of 1.5 ms and a decay time of 59.2 ms 111.  It was also found that 

surface adsorption of O2 decreased the photocurrent of CdS nanobelt due to adsorption of 

O2 at the surface forming a depletion layer near the surface that captures free electrons. 

 In addition to CdS nanostructure as photodetectors, electrodeposited CdSe in the 

form of segmented Au-CdSe-Au nanowire also demonstrated optical properties with a 

15-fold increase in conductance under white light 84.  Using e-beam lithography to form 

the source and drain pads over a single VLS fabricated CdSe nanowire on a SiO2 layer, 

the resistance of the nanowire decreased by a factor of 2-100 for various devices just 

under microscope lighting 108.  A network of CdSe nanowires, synthesized via the VLS 

method, was assembled and shown to have similar performance of 100-fold increase in 

photocurrent and a photocurrent responsivity of 0.1 A/W at high bias voltage 13.  By 

coating the CdSe nanoribbon with a layer SiO2 to passivate the surface, the reduction of 
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photocurrent showed that surface defect sites play a critical role in photocurrent 112.  An 

increase of 5 orders of magnitude upon exposure to red light at 650 nm was observed.  In 

addition the response speed was reduced with the coated CdSe nanoribbon suggesting 

that the surface defect sites and adsorbed O2 were serving as recombination sites.  The 

photocurrent was found to be enhanced as the gate potential was applied and increased 

from VG=0V to VG=10V 12.  A rise time of 30 ms and a decay time of 5 ms were 

observed, and the fast response speed was attributed to increased carrier recombination at 

the surface due to a large surface to volume ratio.  Interestingly, by illuminating the two 

arms of a CdSe tripod and applying a gate potential on the third arm of a CdSe tripod 

nanostructure, increased photocurrent was observed as a function of VG 35. 

  

1.4.3  Photoluminescence 

 

 CdS nanobelts, with a width of several hundred nanometers and a thickness of 30-

60 nm, exhibited a photoluminescence (PL) emission peak at 513 nm which 

corresponded with the band gap energy of bulk CdS at 2.42 eV 29.  In addition to the PL 

emission peak corresponding to the band gap of 2.42eV, an additional PL emission peak 

at the infrared region of 1.7 eV was also detected 24.  It was believed that this peak at the 

infrared region was related to impurities, native defects, or surface defect states.  Defects 

and impurities can create a donor or an acceptor energy level in between the band gap 

energy level resulting in an additional emission peak with a smaller energy emission.  

CdS nanowires synthesized with the SLS method with a diameter of 14 nm exhibited no 
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blue shift because the diameter is larger than twice the exciton Bohr radius of CdS (2.9 

nm).  As a consequence, no quantum effect was observed 66.  CdS nanorods, 4 nm in 

diameter and 300 nm long, displayed a peak emission at 450 nm due to direct electron-

hole recombination and a broad peak at 600 nm due to trap-related electron-hole 

recombination 45.  Because the diameter of CdS nanorods was smaller than twice the 

exciton Bohr radius of CdS, quantum confinement effect was observed resulting in a blue 

shift in the PL emission. 

 One-dimensional CdSe nanostructures, with a larger exciton Bohr radius than 

CdS at 5.6 nm, exhibit quantum confinement effect when the diameter is smaller than 

11.2 nm.  CdSe nanorods, with a PL emission peak at 1.68 eV, showed no quantum 

confinement effect due to diameter larger than twice the exciton Bohr radius 113.  CdSe 

nanosaws showed a blue shift of 23 nm, indicating quantum effect due to the small 

thickness of the nanosaws 32.  Nanowires displayed a strong PL emission at a band gap of 

1.88 eV, a blue shift with respect to bulk CdSe at 1.74eV indicating strong quantum 

confinement effect 26.  CdSe nanowires, synthesized via the SLS synthesis method, with 

diameters ranging from 5.2 – 18.8 nm were shown to follow a blue shift trend as the 

diameter became narrower according to the equation ∆Eg α 1/d1.36 60. 

 Interestingly, the photoluminescence emission of a CdSe nanowire was found to 

be responsive to an external electric field 114.  In the absence of an external electric field, 

the emission was distributed over the entire nanowire.  When the external electric field 

was applied, the emission was localized in the region of the nanowire closest to the 

positive electrode.  As the field polarity was reversed, the emission localization moved to 
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the opposite end of the nanowire, again closest to the positive electrode.  It was believed 

that the mobile carriers on the nanowire were responsible for the localization emission 

under an external electric field.  As the external electric field was applied, these mobile 

carriers moved to the end of the nanowire nearest to the positive electrode.  

Photogenerated excitons near the localized carriers recombined radiatively resulting in a 

higher localized photoluminescence. 

 Having an exciton Bohr radius of 7.5 nm, one-dimensional CdTe nanostructure 

exhibits quantum confinement effect when the diameter is smaller than 15 nm.  CdTe 

nanorods, with diameter of 5.5 to 8nm, were synthesized and shown to have strong PL 

emission peaks at 523, 538, 554, and 590 nm at diameter indicating a very strong blue 

shift 49.  Using colloidal synthesis method with a positively charge capping surfactant, the 

PL emission peaks of CdTe nanorods varied from 520 to 590 nm as the reaction time was 

controlled from 2 to 37 hrs indicating the control of emission peaks by reaction time 51.  

Similar observations were obtained with mixed negatively charged surfactants as surface 

capping agents 50. 

 Ternary CdS0.6Se0.4 nanowires and CdS0.3Se0.7 nanoribbons, synthesized via the 

VLS method, gave rise to nanostructures with different band gap energies 36.  While 

CdS0.6Se0.4 nanowires gave a band gap of 2.01 eV corresponding to 620 nm, the 

CdS0.3Se0.7 nanoribbons gave a band gap of 1.85 eV corresponding to 670 nm.  In 

addition to manipulate the PL emission peak by controlling the diameter of the one-

dimensional nanostructure, an alternative route is available by controlling the 

composition of the nanostructure. 
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 Heterojunction nanorods, CdTe/CdSe/CdTe and CdS/CdTe/CdS, have remarkable 

difference in photoluminescence properties 55, 57.  The addition of CdTe end caps to CdSe 

nanorod cores effectively quenched the PL intensity because there is an energy barrier 

preventing electron and hole transfer from the CdSe core into the CdTe ends.  The energy 

barrier occurs because the conduction band energy level and the valence band energy 

level of CdSe core are energetically lower than the conduction band energy level and the 

valence band energy level of CdTe (type II heterojunction).  As the CdTe ends 

lengthened during the growth process, electron-hole recombination increased due to this 

barrier leading to a decrease in PL intensity.  The opposite was true for CdS/CdTe/CdS 

heterojunction nanorods which was a type I heterojunction.  The PL intensity improved 

as the CdS end caps were added to CdTe nanorod cores. 

 

1.4.4  Photoluminescence Polarization 

 

  Photoluminescence polarization is of interest due to the potential application in 

polarization sensitive photodetectors.  Highly oriented wurtzite one-dimensional CdSe 

nanostructures often exhibit photoluminescence polarization.  Photogenerated current 

intensity is at maximum when the incident light is polarized parallel to the nanowire 

growth axis, and it is at minimum when the incident light is polarized perpendicular to 

the nanowire axis.  The intrinsic polarization anisotropy is a key performance indicator 

for photoluminescence polarization with the formula: 
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where ||I  and ⊥I  are the photoluminescence intensities with the polarization parallel and 

perpendicular to the nanowire growth axis. 

A maximum PL was detected for a laser beam, 647 nm, with linear polarization 

that was parallel to the growth axis of the nanobelt, and a minimum PL was observed 

when the polarizations of emission and excitation was at a 90° angle 34.  Similar 

observation of strong polarization dependency was observed with CdSe nanorods 

synthesized from the colloidal synthesis method 115.  CdS nanowires synthesized from the 

SLS method also exhibited PL polarization 66.  It was found that the emission polarization 

didn’t depend on the growth direction of the crystalline structure.  Rather, it was the 

elongated shape of the nanowire that was responsible for the emission polarization 116.  

For a single CdSe nanowire, a photocurrent anisotropy as high as ρ = 0.91 was measured 

117.  Photocurrent anisotropies of ρ = 0.24 was determined for a randomly oriented CdSe 

nanowires network and ρ = 0.22 was obtained for a randomly oriented CdTe nanowires 

network 118. 

 

1.4.5  Photovoltaic 

 

 Due to the increasing demand of alternative clean, renewable, and sustainable 

energy, conversion of solar energy into usable electrical energy has been a research topic 

of great interest.  II-VI semiconducting materials, CdS, CdSe, and CdTe, promise to be 
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potential materials for photovoltaic application because they are direct band gap 

semiconductors with high absorption coefficient and the band gap energies of CdSe and 

CdTe, 1.74eV and 1.44eV respectively, are well aligned with the solar radiation spectrum.  

Thin film based solar cells have already proven to be viable; however, the cost and low 

efficiency (~15-20%) remain to be overcome.  Nanotechnology offers to improve thin 

film based photovoltaic by reducing the distance between the photocarrier generation 

sites to the charge collector sites.  As this distance is reduced below the exciton diffusion 

length, undesired recombination is reduced leading to increased efficiency. 

The four key performance characteristics of a solar cell are open circuit voltage 

(Voc), short circuit current density (Jsc), fill factor (FF), and overall energy conversion 

efficiency (η).  Fill factor is essentially the ratio between the actual experimental 

maximum power of the cell and the theoretical maximum power (Jsc x Voc).  Overall 

energy conversion efficiency is related to Jsc, Voc and FF by the equation: 

s

ocsc

P

FFVJ
=η        Eqn. (1.7) 

where Ps is the incident light power density.  Typically for comparison purpose, a 

standard spectrum is used called the simulated air mass (either AM0 or AM1.5) spectrum.  

While AM0 is the simulated spectrum that replicates incident light from the sun just 

outside the Earth’s atmosphere for space application, AM1.5 is the simulated spectrum 

that simulates the global average incident light at the surface of the Earth for terrestrial 

application. 
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 An array of CdS nanorods, serving as the electron acceptor, was electrodeposited 

by the template directed electrodeposition method, and a conjugated polymer, poly [2-

methoxy-5-(2’-ethylhexyloxy)-1.4-phenylene-vinylene] (MEH-PPV), was spincoated on 

top of the CdS nanorods array forming a solar cell 119.  An overall energy conversion 

efficiency of 0.60% was obtained.  A further improvement of the MEH-PVV/CdS hybrid 

photovoltaic cells was achieved by using multiarmed CdS nanorods and replacing the 

surface HDA ligands with pyridine resulting in an energy conversion efficiency of 1.12% 

120.  High density CdS nanorods array fabricated by the VLS method with spin coated 

MEH-PPV showed another improvement with an energy conversion efficiency of 1.62% 

121.  The improvement was attributed to the higher quality crystalline CdS nanorods. 

 Alivisatos group fabricated a CdSe-polymer hybrid solar cell by spincoating a 

solution of CdSe nanorods in poly-3(hexylthiophene) (P3HT) onto an ITO glass substrate 

coated with poly(ethylene dioxythiophene) doped with polystyrene sulfonic acid 

(PEDOT:PSS) 122.  In this construct, while CdSe nanorods served as the electron 

transport material, the P3HT functioned as the hole transport material.  An energy 

conversion efficiency of 1.7% was obtained.  An array of CdSe nanorods was fabricated 

on indium tin oxide (ITO) coated with a 30nm thick TiO2 film via template directed 

electrodeposition method 123, 124.  It was found that the crystallinity and the length of the 

nanorods were important factors contributing to the sensitivity of the electrochemical 

photovoltaic response.  Longer nanorods with more crystallinity exhibited higher power 

conversion efficiency, but the best power conversion efficiency obtained was only 0.52%. 
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 A layer of poly (3-octylthiophene) (P3OT) was spin coated onto an array of 

vertically aligned CdTe nanorods that were electrodeposited with AAO template 125.  A 

conversion efficiency of 1.06% was demonstrated. 

 An array of ternary CdSe0.65Te0.35 nanorods, prepared via the template directed 

electrodeposition, was compared against a planar CdSeTe photoelectrodes in various 

parameters, such as open circuit voltage, short circuit current density, fill factor, and 

overall energy conversion efficiency 126.  The nanorod arrays exhibited enhanced 

collection of minority carriers due to a lower minority diffusion length.  In the traditional 

planar solar cell, the thickness of the film must be greater than the optical absorption 

length which hampers the collection efficiency as the charge carriers have a greater 

distance to travel to the charge collectors; however, in a nanorods array solar cell, the 

collecting charge carriers have a shorter distance to travel since they can go in the radial 

direction.  While the fill factors of the nanorods array outperformed the planar 

photoelectrodes, the open circuit voltage, short circuit density and overall energy 

conversion efficiency were lowered.  The lowered short circuit photocurrent density was 

attributed to the low density of the nanorod arrays with voids between the nanorods.  

Thus, high density nanorod arrays with fewer voids are of interest.  The lowered open 

circuit voltage was due to a combination of increased surface recombination and inherent 

geometrical limitation.  The overall conversion efficiency of the planar electrodes and 

nanorod electrodes were 2.35% ± 0.95% and 0.62% ± 0.19%, respectively. 

 Despite various advances on the synthesis and device fabrication of one-

dimensional cadmium chalcogenides, integrating and utilizing them in photovoltaic cells 
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remains a challenge as the current highest conversion efficiency is still lower than that of 

the conventional thin film based solar cell. 

 

1.5    Research Objectives 

 

While various one-dimensional cadmium chalcogenides have received 

tremendous amount of intense research over the year, one-dimensional cadmium telluride 

has received fewer attention in the synthesis, device assembly, and device 

characterization.  Very few electrical and optoelectronic properties of one-dimensional 

cadmium telluride nanodevices have been reported.  Due to its importance as a potential 

material for optoelectronic application, such as photodetectors and photovoltaics, there 

lies the opportunity to investigate this specific topic of research.  The objectives of this 

work are: 

1. Fabricate one-dimensional cadmium telluride nanostructure 

2. Assemble one-dimensional cadmium telluride nanostructure into functional 

devices. 

3. Measure and tune the electrical and optoelectronic properties of one-

dimensional cadmium telluride nanostructure for photodetection application 

In addition,  

4. Investigate DNA sensing application and sensing mechanism of one-

dimensional biofunctionalized Bi2Te3 nanoribbon. 
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Figure 1.1:  Schematic of vapor-solid synthesis method. 
 

 

Figure 1.2:  Schematic of vapor-liquid-solid synthesis method. 
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Figure 1.3: Template directed electrodeposition. 
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Chapter 2 :  Synthesis and Characterization of 
Cadmium Telluride Nanowire 
 

Reprinted from Nanotechnology, Vol 19, Kum, M.C., Yoo, B.Y., Rheem, Y.W., 

Bozhilov, K.N., Chen, W., Mulchandani, A., Myung, N.V., Synthesis and 

characterization of cadmium telluride nanowire, 325711, Copyright 2008, with 

permission from IOP Publishing 

 

Abstract 

 

CdTe nanowires with controlled composition were cathodically electrodeposited using 

track-etched polycarbonate membrane as scaffolds and their material and electrical 

properties were systematically investigated.  As-deposited CdTe nanowires show 

nanocrystalline cubic-phase structures with grain size of up to 60 nm.  The dark field 

images of nanowires reveal that the crystallinity of nanowires was greatly improved from 

nanocrystalline to a few single crystals within nanowires upon annealing at 200°C for 6 

hrs in a reducing environment (5 % H2 + 95 % N2).  For electrical characterization, single 

CdTe nanowire was assembled across microfabricated gold electrodes using drop-casting 

method. In addition to increase in grain size, the electrical resistivity of an annealed 

single nanowire (a few 105 ohm cm) was one order of magnitude greater than as-

deposited nanowire indicating that crystallinity of nanowires improved and defects within 

nanowires were reduced during annealing. By controlling the dopants levels (e.g. Te 
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content of nanowires), the resistivity of nanowires were varied from 104 to 100 ohm cm.  

Current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of nanowire indicated the presence of Schottky 

barriers at both ends of the Au/CdTe interface. Temperature dependent I-V measurements 

show that the electron transport mode was determined by a thermally activated 

component at T>-50°C and a temperature independent component below -50°C.  Under 

optical illumination, the single CdTe nanowire exhibited enhanced conductance. 

2.1 Introduction 

 

Cadmium telluride (CdTe) is a II-VI semiconductor that has been a widely used for a 

variety of applications.  Having a direct band gap of 1.44eV at room temperature and 

high optical absorption coefficient 127 in the visible region of the spectrum make CdTe an 

ideal material for photovoltaics.  Bandgap engineering of CdTe, in the form of Cd1-

xZnxTe and Hg1-xCdxTe, also provides exciting research opportunities in the field of X-

ray, gamma-ray, and infrared detectors 128, 129.  In addition, innovative researches 

involving nanoscaled CdTe materials including zero and one-dimensional have been 

investigated intensively over the past few years.  By controlling the diameter of the 

nanoparticle down to a few nanometers, CdTe nanoparticles offer a wide range of 

bandgap energy in the visible spectrum due to quantum confinement effect 130, 131.  

Because it has been demonstrated that other one-dimensional nanomaterials, specifically 

cadmium chalcogenides such as CdS and CdSe, have unique optical and electrical 

properties with potential applications in nanoscale electronics, optoelectronics, and 

sensors 84, 132, one-dimensional CdTe nanowires have also received great attention. 
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Several techniques have been developed to synthesize CdTe nanowires, including 

solution based chemical synthesis 17, 64, self-assembly from CdTe nanoparticles 18, as well 

as template-directed electrodeposition 72, 90-92.  Template-directed electrodeposition is 

regarded as an efficient method in the synthesis of one-dimensional nanowires because of 

the ease of controlling the dimension of the nanowires.  Additionally, low-cost and ability 

to “tailor-made” properties by controlling deposition conditions favor electrodeposition 

as an attractive synthesis method.  Our group has demonstrated the successful 

implementation of this technique to fabricate metallic 98, semiconductor 133, and 

conducting polymer nanowires 134.  Xu et al. 72 first reported the template-directed 

electrodeposition of CdTe nanowires in porous anodized aluminum oxide (AAO) 

template from a non-aqueous electrolyte bath at a temperature of 160°C.  Polycrystalline 

nanowires in the hexagonal phase structure were deposited.  Using a conventional acidic 

CdTe thin film electrodeposition bath pioneered by Panicker et al. 135, Zhao et al. 90 

electrodeposited CdTe nanowires in porous AAO template at room temperature, and 

polycrystalline nanowires with cubic phase structure were synthesized upon annealing.  

By sputtering a thin layer of gold on the AAO template after the electrodeposition of 

CdTe nanowires, Ohgai et al. 91 measured the electron transport properties of CdTe 

nanowire bundles within the AAO template, and concluded that amorphous phase of 

CdTe were electrodeposited and that the electron transport was based on a hopping 

conduction mechanism.  Sima et al. 92 studied the electrodeposition of CdTe nanowires in 

track-etch polycarbonate membrane using both acidic and basic bath.  Nanowires with 
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hollow tips were obtained with basic bath and large pore diameter polycarbonate 

membrane. 

Although CdTe nanowires have been electrodeposited by a few groups, there have 

been only few reports which correlate the materials and composition of nanowires to the 

electrical and optoelectronic properties of these nanowires 91, especially for a single CdTe 

nanowire.  This aspect of research is critical if CdTe nanowire is to be integrated into 

complex electronic devices.  In this work, CdTe nanowires with controlled dimension 

were first synthesized via template-directed electrodeposition and the composition of the 

nanowires was analyzed as a function of deposition potential.  The effect of crystallinity 

of CdTe nanowire on the electrical and optoelectronic properties was examined.   Lastly, 

the electron transport properties of a single CdTe nanowire was investigated with 

temperature dependent I-V measurement. 

 

2.2 Experimental Methods 

 

The CdTe deposition electrolytes were prepared by dissolving TeO2 (99.9995%, Alfa 

Aesar, Inc.) in concentrated sulfuric acid.  After the solids were completely dissolved, 

deionized H2O and (CdSO4)3·8H2O (Acros Organics) were added to reach the final 

volume and pH was adjusted by adding H2SO4 and/or NaOH.  The final concentration of 

the bath was 1M CdSO4 and 0.15mM TeO2.  Deposition temperature was set at 70°C and 

the bath was magnetically stirred using 1 inch magnetic stirring bar at 300 RPM.  250ml 

beaker was used as cell with 200ml of electrolyte. 
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 One side of track-etched polycarbonate membrane (Whatman) with normal pore 

diameter of 30nm was sputtered with gold to serve as a seed layer and a working 

electrode was fabricated by adhering the gold sputtered PC membrane onto a piece of 

double sided adhesive copper conducting tape that was fixed on a glass slide.  Ag/AgCl 

and platinum-coated titanium stripe was used as reference and counter electrode, 

respectively.  Once the electrodeposition was done, the template was removed from the 

electrode and dissolved in 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (99.5%, Alfa Aesar, Inc.) overnight 

at 50°C.  The nanowires were then resuspended in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and kept in 

storage for further experiments. 

 The composition of the CdTe nanowires was determined via Atomic Absorption 

Spectroscopy (AAS, Perkin Elmer Analyst 800) by first dissolving the nanowires in 1ml 

of 35 vol. % nitric acid and then further diluted for AAS analysis.  X-ray powder 

diffraction (Bruker D8 Advance Diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation) was performed 

while the nanowires were still embedded inside the template.  The structure and 

crystallinity were characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM, FEI-Philips 

CM300) and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM, FEI-Philips 

CM300) with NW samples that were drop-casted onto copper grids with a carbon film.  

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Philips XL30 FEG) of nanowires was also taken. 

 For electrical characterization, CdTe nanowires suspended in IPA were diluted 

and sonicated.  Dispersed nanowires were drop-casted onto a pre-fabricated 2µm gap 

gold microelectrodes.  Microelectrodes with a single CdTe nanowire bridging across the 

gold electrodes were saved for further experiments. Electrical measurement at ambient 
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temperature and pressure was done under dark using Hewlett Packard 4155A 

Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer while the temperature dependent electrical 

measurement was done under low pressure and darkness using Keithley 236 Source 

Measure Unit and interfaced with CTI Cryodyne Refrigeration Systems and 8200 

Compressor connected to a Lakeshore 331 Temperature Controller.  The light source for 

the photocurrent measurement was a laser pointer with a wavelength of 532nm and 

output power of 5mW. 

 

2.3 Result and Discussion 

 

2.3.1   Electrodeposition of CdTe Nanowires 

 

The cathodic electrodeposition mechanism of CdTe thin film in acidic medium has been 

well studied ever since it was pioneered by Panicker et al 135.  It consists of two 

elementary steps: 

 

HTeO2
+ +3H+ + 4e- � Te(s) + H2O  E0=0.55V vs. NHE Eqn. (2.1) 

Cd2+ + Te(s) + 2e- � CdTe(s)   E0=0.10V vs. NHE Eqn. (2.2)  

 

The first elementary step is the overpotential electrodeposition of Te followed by the 

underpotential deposition (UPD) of Cd2+ onto Te(s) to form CdTe.  While the first step is 

diffusion controlled at high overpotential, the second step is kinetic controlled 
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independent of applied potential.  If stoichiometric CdTe is desired, it is critical to control 

the rate of both steps so that the rate of the second step is either equal to or greater than 

the rate of the first step.  This fundamental concept for CdTe thin film electrodeposition 

has been applied to template-directed electrodeposition of CdTe nanowires. 

 Figure 1A is a linear sweep voltammogram (LSV) of CdTe nanowires 

electrodeposition within 30nm pore size polycarbonate membrane in an electrolyte 

containing 1M Cd2+ and 0.15mM HTeO2
+ at (a) pH 1 and (b) pH 2.  These LSV curves 

appeared differently from conventional CdTe thin films because the substrate was a 

polycarbonate membrane with 30nm size pores and a thickness of 6 µm.  Although the 

bath was magnetically stirred, there was essentially a 6 µm diffusion layer between the 

surface of the pores and the actual gold electrode surface.  For pH 1, the first cathodic 

wave between -0.05V and -0.15V vs. Ag/AgCl corresponds to the overpotential 

electrodeposition of Te(s).  The second cathodic wave, between -0.15V and -0.40V, and 

the third cathodic wave, between -0.40V to -0.60V, represent the underpotential 

deposition of Cd2+ onto Te(s).  The difference between the second and the third cathodic 

wave is due to a two-step reaction at the third cathodic wave.  The third cathodic wave is 

consistent with observation from a few reports on cyclic voltammogram study of 

tellurium electrodeposition 136, 137 and it was also confirmed by our group previously 138.  

Martín-Gonzáles et al. 137 proposed that this cathodic wave was attributed to a two-step 

reaction involving electrochemical reduction of HTeO2
+ to H2Te (eqn. 2.3) and chemical 

deposition of Te (eqn. 2.4). 
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 HTeO2
+ + 5H+ + 6e- � H2Te(aq) + 2H2O E0=0.121V vs. NHE Eqn. (2.3) 

 2H2Te + HTeO2
+ � 3Te(s) + 2H2O + H+ G0

f=-498.118kJ/mol Eqn. (2.4) 

 

This two-step reaction was not observed at pH 2 due to the lack of the third cathodic 

wave since the limiting current density remains stable from -0.20V until -0.64V vs. 

Ag/AgCl.  While both Martín-Gonzáles et al. 137 and Xiao et al. 138 added 1M HNO3 to 

their deposition bath giving pH of 0, Traore et al. 136 adjusted their bath to a pH of 1 with 

HClO4.  Together with our LSVs at both pH 1 and pH 2, the lack of this third cathodic 

wave in pH 2 bath seems to indicate that the reduction of HTeO2
+ (eqn. 2.3) is 

unfavorable at pH 2.  Once the deposition potential was applied beyond more negative 

than -0.60V vs. Ag/AgCl, the overpotential electrodeposition of cadmium occurred which 

led to Cd-rich CdTe nanowires: 

 

Cd2+ + 2e- � Cd(s)    E0=-0.40V vs. NHE Eqn. (2.5) 

 

 The difference of limiting current between pH 1 and pH 2 is possibly due to pore 

diffusion effect.  LSV at pH 1 and pH 2 using gold flat plate electrode as substrate in the 

same deposition bath showed no such differences in limited current (data not shown), and 

no third cathodic wave was observed at either pH.  In these experiments, the substrate 

was the only difference.  One possible explanation for the difference in limiting current is 

that with the presence of pore diffusion, the pore diffusion of HTeO2
+ ions was affected 

by pH since the deposition of Te(s) and the limited current density is diffusion limited.  
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While the cathodic wave representing the reduction of HTeO2
+ (eqn. 2.3) is missing with 

a flat substrate but detectable in a porous substrate hints that pore diffusion favors the 

formation of H2Te (eqn. 2.3) under the condition of low pH at 1. 

By varying the deposition potential and pH of the depositon bath, the composition 

of CdTe nanowires was controlled.  The deposition rate of CdTe nanowires was 

estimated at 0.85µm/hr.  At a deposition potential of -0.60V, near stoichiometric CdTe 

nanowires were produced. 

 

2.3.2 Material Characterization 

 

The crystal structure and orientation of CdTe nanowires as a function of deposition 

potentials, pH and operating temperature were fixed at 2 and 70°C, respectively, were 

examined using X-ray diffraction patterns. The deposition potential was varied from -

0.575 V to -0.625 V to produce slightly Te-rich to Cd-rich CdTe nanowires.  Near 

stoichiometric CdTe nanowires were electrodeposited at -0.600 V.  As shown in figure 

2.2a, three diffraction peaks which correspond to the (111), (220), and (311) indices of 

the cubic phase structure of CdTe (JCPDS: 15-0770) were observed.  Because the 

nanowires were orientated vertically within the polycarbonate membrane during the XRD 

scans, the decreasing relative intensity of (111) peak as the applied deposition potential 

becomes more negative suggests that the preferential growth orientation was affected by 

deposition potential.  The effect of deposition temperature on the crystal structure and 

orientation were investigated by depositing at 70°C and room temperature.  As shown in 
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Figure 2.2B, electrodeposited nanowires from room temperature resulted in amorphous 

nanowires whereas higher deposition temperature (70°C) resulting in nanocrystalline 

nanowires which concur with Panicker et al’s 135 finding on CdTe thin film that higher 

deposition temperature increased the crystallinity of CdTe.   

 In order to further investigate the morphology and crystal structure of nanowires, 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high-resolution transmission electron 

microscopy (HR-TEM) were performed. As shown in TEM bright field images (Figure 

2.3a and 2.3d), the diameter of the electrodeposited CdTe nanowire was approximately 

90 nm.  The difference between nanowire diameter and the pore size of the polycarbonate 

membrane occurs because the pores are not perfect cylindrical pores with a constant 

diameter as illustrated by Schönenberger et al 139.  The dark field image of as-deposited 

CdTe nanowire (Figure 2.3b) indicated that the grain size was ranged from 5 nm up to 

60nm.  Selected area electron diffraction pattern (SAED) reveals several ring structures 

indicating a polycrystallinity of nanowire (Figure 2.3c).  The calculated d-spacings from 

the rings were 3.7Å, 2.3Å, and 1.95Å, which correspond to the (111), (220), and (311) 

indices confirming the earlier XRD results.  In order to improve the crystallinity and 

reduce defect density, we annealed the nanowires in reducing environments. By 

annealing the nanowires at 200°C for 6 hrs, the crystallinity of the nanowire displayed 

remarkable improvement.  As shown in the dark field image of annealed nanowire 

(Figure 2.3e), one section of the nanowire became single crystal.  Although the entire 

CdTe nanowire wasn’t a single crystal, annealing enables the entire nanowire to be 

composed of several fragments of single crystal.  The composition along the nanowire 
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was found to be fairly uniform with 52% Te at one end and 54% at the other end (Figure 

2.4).  High-resolution TEM of that particular single crystal section is shown in Figure 2.5.  

The lattice spacing from the image is approximately 0.38nm which is consistent with a 

bulk CdTe crystal of 0.37nm corresponding to the (111) plane. 

 

2.3.3 Electrical Properties of a Single CdTe Nanowire 

 

Figure 2.6A is a typical I-V curve of a single (a) as-deposited and (b) annealed CdTe 

nanowire at near stoichiometric composition bridging across two gold electrodes.  The 

almost symmetrical nonlinear I-V curve exhibits the sign of a Schottky barrier in this 

system.  Schottky barrier is a well-studied phenomenon that exists at the metal-

semiconductor interface 140-142.  In this particular system, Au-CdTe-Au can be modeled as 

two back-to-back Schottky barriers.  It has been shown that the Schottky barrier height at 

the metal-semiconductors interface has a direct effect on the nonlinearity of the I-V curve 

143.  As the Schottky barrier height increases, the characteristic of the curve changes from 

linear to nonlinear to rectifying.  To calculate resistance of a single CdTe nanowire, 

Zhang et el’s method 143 was applied, in which the true resistance of the nanowire was 

determined from the slope at the high bias region of the I-V curve where the I-V response 

is linear.  This is because at high bias the majority of the voltage drop is distributed to the 

nanowire itself, whereas at a low bias the majority of the voltage drop is distributed to the 

Schottky barriers.  Thus, measuring resistance at low bias, where the voltage drop across 

the Schottky barriers is significant, can reduce the accuracy.  Using this approach along 
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with obtaining diameter and length of gap from the SEM images, the resistivity of an as-

deposited CdTe nanowire at ambient conditions was calculated to be 1.2x104 ± 0.6x104 

ohm cm and the resistivity of an annealed CdTe nanowire was calculated to be 2.3x105 ± 

0.4x105 ohm cm.  The one order of magnitude in the increase of resistivity can be 

attributed to higher crystallinity of the nanowire observed previously in the TEM images.  

Both values fall within the typical experimental values for CdTe thin film, 104 – 108 ohm 

cm, reported by other groups 140, 144, 145. 

The resistivity of a CdTe nanowires were also controlled by composition (dopant 

levels).  Figure 2.6B compares the I-V characteristics between a near stoichiometric, 60% 

Te-rich, and 78% Te-rich CdTe nanowires.  The resistivity of an as-deposited 60% and 

78% Te-rich CdTe nanowire was determined to be 74 ohm cm and 3.6 ohm cm 

respectively, which are three and four orders of magnitude higher than near 

stoichiometric nanowire.  The increased conductance may be attributed to the presence of 

semiconductor Te crystals within the CdTe nanowires. 

 Temperature dependent study of resistance of as-deposited and annealed single 

CdTe nanowire at near stoichiometric composition is plotted in Figure 2.7.  The plot 

shows two distinct regions for each curve, a temperature sensitive region at higher 

temperature and a temperature insensitive region at lower temperature.  Similar 

observation was also reported for CdTe film 146.  These two regions represent two 

different mechanisms of electron transport.  The temperature sensitive region suggests a 

thermally activated mechanism for electron transport in which activation energy (EA) was 

determined using the relation:  
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 −=
kT

EAexp0σσ      Eqn. (2.6) 

 

At temperature sensitive region, EA for as-deposited CdTe nanowire was 0.16eV ± 

0.01eV (T>-50°C) and 35meV ± 7meV for annealed CdTe nanowire.  One possible 

mechanism can be associated with this effect of exponential increase of resistance with 

respect to decreasing temperature.  Activation energy can be correlated to the band gap 

energy of the material.  In this case, the experimental value is far from the band gap 

energy of 1.44eV.  Since impurity and crystal defects, specifically grain boundaries due 

to polycrystalline CdTe, can create a localized state in the band gap, the activation energy 

reflects the crystalline state of the material.  Transport of charge carriers for a 

polycrystalline film is typically controlled by defects at the grain boundaries and it is 

reasonable to assume the same applies to polycrystalline nanowire as well.  Experimental 

EA then represents the potential barriers at the grain boundaries.  The lower EA value 

from an annealed CdTe nanowire, with fewer grain boundaries, indicates that charge 

transport across grain boundaries are no longer a significant factor in determining charge 

transport of the nanowire.  The thermally insensitive region suggests that at T<-50°C, 

tunneling becomes the dominant mode of charge transport within the nanowire. 

 Since CdTe is a direct band gap semiconductor, I-V measurement of an as-

deposited CdTe nanowire under dark and light exhibited photoconductivity (Figure 2.8).  

Under photo-excitation, the resistivity decreased from 1.1x104 ohm cm down to 7.8x103 
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ohm cm, a 32% reduction.  The mechanism behind the increase in conductivity is that the 

injection of photons into the nanowire generates electron-hole pairs and increases the 

carriers available for electron transport.  It has been demonstrated that the conductivity of 

a CdSe nanowire increased by a factor of 15 under illumination 84.  One possible reason 

why CdTe nanowire performed poorly in comparison is that the trapping or 

recombination of electron-hole pairs along the grain boundaries in a polycrystalline CdTe 

nanowire effectively reduces photo-generated current.  Another reason is that the 

presence of two reversed biased Schottky barriers at both ends of Au-CdTe-Au may 

contribute to recombination of electron-hole pairs.  Photocurrent profile from a CdS 

nanowire from another report 147 has shown that a reversed biased Schottky contact 

reduced hole effective lifetime due to increased recombination with photo-generated 

electrons.  At the same time, the forward biased Schottky contact gave a longer effective 

lifetime resulting in higher photocurrent comparing to the reversed biased Schottky 

contact.  Based on this information, higher photoconductivity will occur if the contact is 

ohmic. We are currently investigating different electrode materials (e.g. indium) to create 

an ohmic contact to nanowires.  

 

2.4     Conclusion 

 

Template-directed electrodeposition method was utilized to electrodeposited CdTe 

nanowires with different composition.  The deposition temperature strongly influenced 

crystallinity of nanowires from amorphous to nanocrystalline. The composition of 
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nanowires was influenced by deposition potential and solution pH.  As-deposited nearly 

stoichiometric CdTe nanowires have nanocrystals with grain size up to 60nm.  Annealed 

CdTe nanowire showed improved grain size and increased resistivity.  Control of 

resistivity was also achieved by adjusting the composition of CdTe nanowire 

demonstrating the effectiveness of template directed electrodeposition.  Electrical 

characterization of a single CdTe nanowire revealed a typical S-shape I-V curve of a 

semiconductor due to Schottky barrier height.  Higher resistivity of annealed CdTe 

nanowire, with larger grain size and fewer grain boundaries, suggested that the 

conduction occurred along the grain boundaries in the as-deposited CdTe nanowire.  

Temperature dependent I-V measurement showed two distinct charge transport 

mechanisms which was determined to be thermally activated mechanism at T>-50°C and 

tunneling at T<-50°C.  The CdTe nanowire showed low photoconductivity due to the 

possible recombination of electron-hole pairs at grain boundaries and the presence of 

Schottky barriers. 
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Figure 2.1: (A) Linear sweep voltammograms (LSV) of CdTe electrodeposition at (a) pH 
1 and (b) pH 2. (B) Dependence of Te content on deposition potentials at pH of 1 and 2.  
The temperature was fixed at 70°C.  The normal pore size of polycarbonate membrane 
was 30 nm. 
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Figure 2.2: X-ray diffraction patterns of electrodeposited (A) CdTe nanowires using 30 
nm pore size PC membrane as scaffolds at various deposition potential vs. Ag/AgCl at 
70°C and (B) CdTe nanowires using 80nm pore size PC membrane at -0.550 V vs. 
Ag/AgCl. The deposition temperature was varied from room temperature to 70°C. 
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Figure 2.3: Bright field (a, d) and dark field (b, e) TEM images and selected area 
diffraction patterns (SAED) of as-deposited (a, b, c) and annealed (d, e, f) CdTe 
nanowires.  The annealing was performed at 200°C for 6 hrs. 
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Figure 2.4: The composition of CdTe nanowire along the nanowire axis. The 
composition at spot 11 and 12 were 54 % Te and 52 % Te at spot 13, 14, 15. 
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Figure 2.5: High resolution TEM of a crystalline section of an annealed CdTe nanowire.  
White arrow indicates the axis of the nanowire. 
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Figure 2.6: (A) I-V characteristics of a single (a) as-deposited and (b) annealed CdTe 
nanowire.  Inset is a SEM image of the nanowire.  (B)  Comparison of I-V characteristics 
of (a) a near stoichiometric single CdTe nanowire, (b) 60% Te-rich CdTe nanowire, and 
(c)78% Te-rich CdTe nanowires. 
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Figure 2.7: Natural log of CdTe nanowire resistance as a function of 1/T. 
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Figure 2.8: I-V characteristics of a single as-deposited CdTe nanowire under dark (solid) 
and under light (dash). 
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Chapter 3 : Tuning Electrical and Optoelectronic 
Properties of Single Cadmium Telluride Nanoribbon 
 

Abstract 

 

Cadmium telluride nanoribbons were synthesized electrochemically and formed into 

nanodevices using Lithographically Patterned Nanowire Electrodeposition (LPNE) that 

integrated synthesis and device fabrication together.  By controlling the composition of 

the CdTe nanoribbons via adjusting the electrodeposition potential, electrical properties 

(i.e. electrical resistivity and field effect transistor (FET) mobility) and photocurrent were 

tuned.  Electrical resistivity was strongly dependent on the Te content which also affected 

the FET mobility and photocurrent. CdTe nanoribbons with higher FET mobility 

exhibited greater photocurrent response compared to nanoribbons with lower FET 

mobility. 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) is an important II-VI compound semiconductor because it has 

a direct band gap of 1.44 eV at room temperature with a high optical absorption 

coefficient 127 in the visible spectrum enabling it to be a great candidate material for 

photovoltaics.  Indeed, CdTe thin film based solar cells have been investigated by many 

researchers 8, 148, 149 over the past decades and they are recently becoming commercially 
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available.  One-dimensional nanomaterials, such as nanowires, nanoribbons and 

nanotubes, have been researched extensively because of their unique size dependent 

optical, electrical, and magnetic properties with potential application in nanoscale 

electronic, optoelectronic, spintronics, photovoltaics, thermoelectrics and sensors 133, 150-

155.  Current research efforts have been focused on controlling the synthesis and 

integrating these nanoscale building blocks into high density complex devices.  CdTe 

nanowires have been synthesized by a variety of techniques, including self assembly 

from CdTe nanoparticles 18, solution-based chemical synthesis 17, 46, 48, 49, 51, 64, and 

template-directed electrodeposition 72, 90, 91, 94.  Although the synthesis of these CdTe 

nanowires have been demonstrated by various groups by a multitude of techniques, there 

exist very few reports on the electrical and optoelectronic properties of a single 

nanostructure based device.  We have previously reported electrical and optoelectronic 

property of single CdTe nanowire for the first time 94.  We were able to synthesize CdTe 

nanowires with controlled composition and dimension using template directed 

electrodeposition; however, the fabrication yield of nanodevices with good electrical 

contact were very low limiting our ability to investigate systematically the size and 

composition dependent electrical and optoelectronic properties.  

A novel nano-fabrication technique with a significant improvement over existing 

template-directed electrodeposition followed by device assembly known as 

Lithographically Patterned Nanowire Electrodeposition (LPNE) has been developed by 

Penner’s group 95.  It retains many advantages of template-directed electrodeposition with 

a few improvements.  One important advance of this technique is that it integrates both 
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the “bottom-up” electrochemical synthesis of the nano-materials and the “top-down” 

photolithography to fabricate batches of high density nanodevices with desired size and 

composition along with integrated micro-electrodes.  Typical nanodevice fabrication 

involves a batch synthesis of these nanowires followed by the assembly of the nanowires 

into nanodevices on a substrate using techniques such as e-beam lithography, focus ion 

beam (FIB), AC dielectrophoretic, and magnetic assembly which are low-yield and costly.  

Another advantage of LPNE is that it allows precise location and orientation of the 

nanodevices on a wafer level improving the yields of functional devices which is 

extremely attractive for mass production.  Our research group has also applied LPNE and 

a modified version of it, Lithographically Patterned Galvanic Displacement (LPGD) 

technique, to fabricated polypyrrole and Bi2Te3 nanoribbons and demonstrated their 

unique size and composition dependent electrical, sensing and thermoelectric properties 

156, 157. 

Single CdTe nanoribbon based devices were fabricated using LPNE technique 

and their electrical and optoelectronic properties were shown to be tunable by the 

composition of the CdTe nanoribbons.  Electrodeposition potential dictated the 

composition of the nanoribbons which affected the electrical properties including 

electrical resistivity and FET mobility.  Photocurrent was also shown to be directly 

affected by FET mobility demonstrating higher photocurrent is achievable using CdTe 

nanoribbons with higher FET mobility. 

 

3.2 Experimental Methods 
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LPNE technique was used to synthesize CdTe nanoribbons with a slight protocol 

modification following another work in our research group 156.  Essentially, a sacrificial 

material, typically 100 nm or 25 nm of nickel, was e-beam evaporated on top of a p-type 

silicon wafer with 300 nm of silicon dioxide insulating layer.  A layer of adhesion 

promoter Primer P20 (ShinEtsuMicroSi Microelectronic Materials) and photoresist 

S1813 (Rohm and HAAS Electronic Material) were spin coated on the sacrificial layer at 

1000 rpm for 2 seconds followed by 4000 rpm for 30 seconds.  The wafer was soft baked 

on a hotplate at 110°C for 5min.  It was then exposed under UV lamp with a photomask 

to pattern the location of the nanoribbons and developed with diluted MF351 (Rohm and 

HAAS Electronic Material) in 1:5 ratio.  Exposed nickel was chemically etched with a 

commercially available Nickel Etchant TFB (Transcene Company, Inc.) and followed by 

electrochemical etching to create an undercut beneath the photoresist. The 

electrochemically etching solutions contained 0.1M potassium chloride and 24 mM 

hydrochloric acid.  The deposition potential and time was fixed at 0.02V vs. SCE and 5 

min, respectively. 

CdTe nanoribbons were then electrodeposited underneath the undercut at various 

deposition potential with a bath containing 1M CdSO4 + 0.30mM TeO2.  The pH of 

solution was fixed at 2 with NaOH and/or H2SO4.  After electrodeposition, photoresist 

was dissolved with acetone.  Another layer of photoresist was spin coated with the same 

protocol followed by exposure to define the electrode patterns.  It was developed, and 

chromium (20 nm) and gold (180 nm) were e-beam evaporated forming the electrode 
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pads.  The wafer was soaked in acetone for the final lift-off process.  Lastly, the nickel 

was etched with 2% nitric acid.  Some devices were annealed at 200°C for 6 hrs under 

reducing environment (95% N2 and 5% H2). 

The composition of the CdTe nanoribbons was determined by energy dispersive 

X-ray spectroscopy (EDAX).  Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Philips XL30 FEG) 

of CdTe nanoribbons was taken to determine the width and morphology of the 

nanoribbons.  Electrical resistivity, FET properties, and photocurrent were measured with 

a Hewlett Packard 4155A Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer at room temperature.  For 

photocurrent measurement, a laser with a wavelength of 532 nm and an output power of 5 

mW was utilized as the light source. 

 

3.3   Results and Discussion 

 

The electrical property of a CdTe nanoribbon can be tuned by controlling the dimensions 

and composition of the nanoribbon.  LPNE allows for precise control over both of these 

parameters.  In addition, this technique combines both synthesis of the nanomaterials and 

device fabrication.  Resistance, a fundamental electrical property, is given as equation 3.1. 

 

R = ρ L/A       Eqn. (3.1) 

 

where ρ is the electrical resistivity of the material, L is the length of the nanoribbons and 

A is the cross sectional area (thickness times width)  The height of the nanoribbon was 
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determined by the thickness of the sacrificial layer during the metal evaporation process 

with the e-beam evaporator.  Nickel was chosen, mainly due to its relative ease of 

controlling etching rate both chemically and electrochemically, as the sacrificial layer 

with a thickness of 100 nm and 25 nm.  The width of the CdTe nanoribbon was regulated 

by the duration of the electrodeposition.  Figure 3.1 shows a strong linear relationship 

between the width of the nanoribbons and the duration of the electrodeposition.  LPNE 

technique was able to synthesize a continuous CdTe nanoribbon as narrow as ~40 nm 

wide.  Length of the nanoribbon was dictated by the distance between the metal 

evaporated electrodes which is limited by the resolution of the photolithography.  The 

length of nanoribbons was varied from 3, 5 to 10 µm with different electrode patterns.  In 

addition to the dimensions of the nanoribbons, the electrical properties of nanoribbons are 

strongly depended on the composition of nanoribbons.  As shown in figure 3.2, varying 

the deposition potential vs. saturated caromel electrode (SCE) gave a wide range of 

composition, from Te-rich to Cd-rich CdTe nanoribbons.  Near stoichiometric CdTe 

nanoribbons were electrodesposited at deposition potential of -0.65V vs. SCE.  

Deposition potential more negative than V=-0.70V gave Cd-rich CdTe nanoribbons 

whereas deposition potential more positive than V=-0.60V gave Te-rich CdTe 

nanoribbons.  These results are consistent with our previous result where the nanowires 

were synthesized via the template directed electrodeposition using ion track 

polycarbonate membrane as the scaffold indicating that the composition is strongly 

dependent upon the deposition potential instead of the shape of the template. 
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The source-drain current versus source-drain voltage (Isd-Vsd) characteristics of a 

typical LPNE Te-rich CdTe device is shown in figure 3.3A with gate voltage (Vg) set at 

Vg = 0, Vg = -40V, and Vg = 40V.  Device shows a linear Isd-Vsd relationship indicating 

an excellent ohmic contact between the CdTe nanoribbon and the gold electrode pads.  It 

is a significant improvement over our previous single CdTe nanowire based devices 

where the devices were fabricated by drop casting nanowires on top of electrode pads 

producing devices with Schottky barrier behavior because of a line contact between the 

nanowire and the electrode pads 94.  When a Vg of -40V was applied, the resistance 

decreased while the resistance increased when Vg of 40V was applied which indicating a 

field effect transistor (FET) behavior.  This was confirmed by figure 3.3B, a Isd-Vg with 

fixed Vsd of 5V.  Both charts indicated that the Te-rich CdTe nanoribbons exhibit a p-

type semiconductor behavior.  When applying a negative gate potential to a p-type 

semiconductor, accumulation of carriers leading to an increase of carrier concentration 

and conductance.  In contrast, applying a positive gate potential to a p-type 

semiconductor depletes carriers leading to a decrease of carrier concentration and 

conductance.  The FET mobility, µFET, was determined from the transconductance 102, 103: 
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=µ       Eqn. (3.2) 

 

where the gate capacitance C = ε *ε0 A/d assuming parallel plate model for a nanoribbon 

geometry, ε is the dielectric constant of SiO2, ε0 is the permittivity, A is the cross 
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sectional area of the nanoribbon, and d is the thickness of the SiO2 dielectric layer.  Our 

calculated FET mobility, ranging from 0.002 to 2 cm2/Vs for various Te-rich p-type 

CdTe composition, was comparable to hole mobility that was measured using Hall 

measurement technique on electrodeposited CdTe thin film devices with a value of 1 

cm2/Vs 145.  Single crystal bulk CdTe has been reported to have a much higher hole 

mobility of 80cm2/Vs for p-type and 1050cm2/Vs for n-type CdTe 158.  In comparison 

with other II-VI semiconductor materials, cadmium selenide (CdSe) in thin film 

transistors configuration has been reported to have a µFET value of 1-7 cm2/Vs 159 and 5-

15 cm2/Vs 160 whereas n-type cadmium sulfide (CdS) thin film transistors has been 

reported to be 0.2-1 cm2/Vs 160.  A slightly higher µFET value of 9.6 cm2/Vs was obtained 

for a single crystal n-type CdSe nanoribbon fabricated by thermal evaporation method 12.  

Interestingly, an n-type CdS nanoribbon has been demonstrated to have a high µFET value 

of 283 cm2/Vs161 which matches very closely to the single crystal n-type CdS bulk 

mobility value of 300-350 cm2/Vs.  The high carrier mobility was attributed to the 

excellent crystalline quality of the CdS nanoribbon.  Our values were two order of 

magnitude lowered than the single crystal stoichiometric CdTe which might be due to the 

electron scattering at the grain boundaries of a polycrystalline structure, and it has been 

shown that the mobility of CdTe thin film was strongly affected by the grain boundary 

scattering for a polycrystalline CdTe film 158.   

Electrical resistivity of p-type CdTe nanoribbons were calculated based on 

equation 1 and plotted as a function of Te content (Figure 3.4A).  FET mobility was 

plotted as a function of resistivity showing an inverse correlation (Figure 3.4B).  The 
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graphs indicate that higher Te content gives higher mobility resulting in lower resistivity.  

This trend has been observed previously in CdTe thin films in which a similar inverse 

correlation between resistivity and deposition potential was plotted 158, and similar result 

on higher Te content giving lower resistivity of CdTe thin films was observed 162.  Thus, 

the electrical characteristics, such as electrical resistivity and FET mobility, can be fine 

tuned by varying the composition of the CdTe nanoribbon which was adjusted by the 

electrodeposition potential.  LPNE offers a powerful tool to fine tune the electrical 

property of nanoribbons based on composition not only for CdTe, but potentially for 

various compound semiconductor materials. 

Figure 3.5 shows the change of the I-V characteristics of a p-CdTe nanoribbon 

upon exposure to light illumination at λ=532 nm.  When the photon energy is greater than 

the band gap energy, it is absorbed by the electrons in the valence band and excited into 

the conduction band leaving hole carriers behind.  These photogenerated electron-hole 

pairs contribute to an increase in carrier concentration and thus decrease the resistivity of 

the direct band gap material.  Photoconductive gain of a nanoribbon by illumination can 

be defined as: 

 

L

E

qh

PI
G ph µτ

υ
==

/

/
       Eq. (3.3) 

 

where P is the power absorbed in the nanoribbon, Iph is the photocurrent, q is the 

elementary charge, h is the Planck’s constant, µ is the mobility, τ is the carrier lifetime, E 
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is the electric field, and L is the length.  A photoconductive gain of 0.81 ± 0.29 was 

achieved at Vsd = 1V and even higher photoconductive gain could be obtained at higher 

Vsd.  Compared to other single crystalline nanostructures (e.g. ZnO 163, GaN 164, and Ge 

165), the cause of low photoconductive gain could be attributed to the polycrystalline 

quality of as-deposited CdTe nanoribbons which contained many grain boundaries.  

Single crystal n-type CdSe nanowire grown by solution-liquid-solid technique has been 

reported to have an decrease of resistivity from 2 to 100 fold from different devices 108.  

Recombination of electrons-holes pair at the grain boundaries occurs readily and reduces 

the photocurrent of the device.  In addition, the low mobility of hole carriers in p-type 

CdTe also contributes to lower photocurrent.  An improvement in crystallinity should 

improve photocurrent. 

By defining the change in conductance ∆G as (Ilight-Idark)/Vsd, the change in 

photocurrent, in terms of conductance, was correlated to the FET mobility (Figure 3.6).  

As the FET mobility of the devices increased, the photocurrent also increased which 

supports the earlier suggestion that the low photocurrent was limited by the low mobility 

of the hole carriers of the device.  In order to enhance photocurrent, the hole mobility 

needs to be increased.   

Time resolved photocurrent measurement was acquired by turning on and off the 

light source during the current-time measurement for one device with a higher FET 

mobility (lower resistivity) and another device with a lower FET mobility (higher 

resistivity) obtained after annealing at 200°C for 6 hrs (Figure 3.7).  Both devices 

responded accordingly as the light source was turned on and off.  High mobility CdTe 
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nanoribbons produced a higher photocurrent than the low mobility CdTe nanoribbons.  

This portion is well understood.  Mobility-lifetime product, µτ, is an important figure of 

merit for charge collecting devices.  High mobility and long effective lifetime of carriers 

contribute to higher efficiency in collecting photogenerated charges.  Device in figure 

3.7A also clearly exhibited a response time and a decay time as the light source was 

turned on and off while the low mobility CdTe nanoribbons responded much faster.  

Response time for the high mobility CdTe nanoribbons was estimated to be 11 ± 2 sec. 

while the decay time was longer at 21 ± 8 sec.  For the low mobility CdTe nanoribbons, 

the response time was approximately 3.5sec ± 3sec with a decay time of 2.5 ± 1.5 sec.  

Although the response and decay time of photosensitive devices has been associated with 

the trapping of electrons-hole pairs due to surface reaction 163, 165, 166, it cannot explain the 

different response and decay time for our devices with high and low FET mobility.  

However, Ginger et al. probably explained this phenomenon more accurately 167.  Since 

photocurrent existed after the light source has been cut off for some time, the holes must 

not be swept out of the device for a period of time.  So the mobility of these holes must 

be very low which was confirmed by the earlier experiments.  These nearly immobile 

holes, and not yet recombined, allow the maintenance of a higher electron density within 

the device and thus photocurrent remains.  Trapping sites exist at grain boundaries which 

can explain the difference as the grain boundaries contribute to recombination of 

electron-hole pairs.  A device with low FET mobility therefore has more grain boundaries 

providing more recombination sites leading to shorter decay time.  Higher photocurrent 

can be realized by having materials with higher mobility. 
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3.4    Conclusion 

 

Lithographically patterned nanowire electrodeposition technique was utilized to 

synthesize CdTe nanoribbons with controlled dimensions and composition, and their 

electrical and optoelectronic properties were systematically investigated.  Te-rich to Cd-

rich CdTe nanoribbons were electrodeposition by controlling applied deposition potential.  

Electrical resistivity, FET mobility, and photocurrent were strongly depended on 

deposited Te content. 
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Figure 3.1: Width of CdTe nanoribbons determined by deposition time.  By stopping the 
electrodeposition at the appropriate time, a nanoribbon with a desired width was obtained.  
Nanoribbons as narrow as ~40 nm wide were achievable with this technique. 
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Figure 3.2: Composition of CdTe nanoribbons as a function of electrodeposition 
potential.  CdTe nanoribbons with varying composition are electrodeposited by applying 
different potential vs. saturate caromel reference electrode.  Nanoribbons with different 
composition are prepared. 
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Figure 3.3: Current-source drain voltage (I-Vsd) and current-gate voltage (I-Vg) 
characteristics of CdTe nanoribbon.  A) I-Vsd of CdTe nanoribbons at Vg=0V, Vg=-40V 
and Vg=40V demonstrating field effect behavior.  B)  I-Vg of CdTe nanoribbons at 
Vsd=5V revealing a p-type semiconductor behavior. 
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Figure 3.4: Correlations between composition, resistivity, and FET mobility of CdTe 
nanoribbons.  A) Resistivity is directly affected by the composition of the CdTe 
nanoribbon.  At higher Te content, the nanoribbon has a lower resistivity.  At lower Te 
content, the nanoribbon has a higher resistivity.  B) FET mobility and resistivity are 
inversely correlated.  As the resistivity of the CdTe nanoribbon increases, the FET 
mobility decreases. 
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Figure 3.5: I vs. Vsd under dark and light.  Using a light source with λ=532nm, the 
resistivity of the CdTe nanoribbon decreases.  The increase of current is photocurrent due 
to the excitation of electrons from the valence band to the conduction band resulting in 
generation of electrons-holes pair. 
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Figure 3.6: Increase of photocurrent as a function of FET mobility.  Defining ∆G as 
(Ilight-Idark)/Vsd, photocurrent increases as FET mobility is increases supporting the idea 
that low mobility of hole carriers in p-CdTe limits the photocurrent and higher hole 
mobility improves the photocurrent. 
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Figure 3.7: Time resolved photocurrent measurement of (A) one device with high FET 
mobility versus (B) another device with low FET mobility.  The light source (λ=532nm) 
is turned on and off during the current-time measurement of the devices and the devices 
are responsive and behaved accordingly. 
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Chapter 4 : Electrical Detection of DNA Hybridization 
using Bismuth Telluride Nanoribbons Based on 
Schottky Barrier Modulation 
 

Abstract 

 

Label-free electrical detection of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) hybridization with 

selectivity against single base pair mismatch is demonstrated via surface 

biofunctionalization of a nano-device consisting of a single bismuth telluride (Bi2Te3) 

nanoribbon fabricated by lithographically patterned galvanic displacement (LPGD) 

technique.  The nanoscale biosensor is detecting electrical response from hybridization 

event of a 19 base pairs ssDNA sequence at a low and upper detection limit of 100 fM 

and 10 pM.  In addition, our study indicates that the optimization of DNA hybridization 

is critical in reducing false positive electrical signal from mismatch sequence while 

maintaining sensitivity for the target complementary sequence.  The dominant sensing 

mechanism is proposed to be the modulation of the gold-bismuth telluride Schottky 

barrier junction upon hybridization of ssDNA near the metal-semiconductor junction. 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

The development of biosensor for the detection of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) has been 

intensely investigated because of the potential application in clinical diagnostics 168, 
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genomics 169, forensic analysis 170, as well as the detection of biological threat pathogens 

171.  A wide variety of techniques have been presented to offer effective biosensing 

solutions, such as PCR based fluorescent microarrays 169, surface plasmon resonance 172, 

micro- and nano-electromechanical systems 173, electroanalytical technique 174, and field 

effect transistor 175, 176.  Recent progresses in one-dimensional nanoscale materials have 

also contributed their unique properties to advance the development of biosensor even 

further.  Among these techniques, electrical detection techniques promise to offer simple 

rapid, label-free, and portable detection of DNA hybridization with high specificity, 

sensitivity, and cost effectiveness. 

While both silicon nanowires 175-178 and carbon nanotubes 179-182 based DNA 

biosensors have been successfully demonstrated, we focus on alternative inorganic 

semiconductor materials that are electrodeposited for biosensing application.  

Electrodeposition fabrication techniques offer 1) the precise control of the dimensions of 

the nanoscale materials, 2) the ability to tune the electrical property of the materials by 

simply controlling the electrodeposition condition, and 3) the low cost parallel processing 

amiable to cost effective wafer based large scale production of nanoscale devices.  A 

novel technique pioneered by Penner’s group, named lithographically patterned nanowire 

electrodeposition (LPNE) 95, combines both the top-down patterning approach of 

photolithography and the bottom-up synthesis approach of electrodeposition to fabricate 

functional nanoscale devices with precise dimension, location, and orientation control.  

By adapting this technique with a modification, our research group has demonstrated 

lithographically patterned galvanic displacement (LPGD) 157 which employs a galvanic 
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displacement of sacrificial metals to form semiconducting nanoribbons as the bottom-up 

synthesis portion of the LPNE.  We have previously described the fabrication, 

characterization, and practical application of both polypyrrole conducting polymer and 

bismuth telluride (Bi2Te3) nanoribbons by applying these innovative nano-device 

fabrication techniques 156, 157.   

Currently, there are two main mechanisms that have been proposed to explain the 

sensing mechanism of nanoscale DNA biosensors.  The first mechanism is widely 

accepted and it involves the depletion or accumulation of the charge carrier concentration 

of the transduction element, typically the SiNW or CNT, caused by the hybridization 

binding event at the surface of the nanowire or nanotube.  Recently, a second mechanism 

has been proposed and it relies on the modulation of the Schottky barrier height at the 

junction of the semiconductor and the metal contact by changing the work function of the 

metal contact from hybridization event 180, 182.  Although the typical nanoscale DNA 

biosensors are often carbon nanotube or silicon based nanodevices, fundamentally either 

of these two techniques or mechanisms can be applied to any semiconductor materials.  

In this paper, we present the application of a single Bi2Te3 nanoribbon based DNA 

biosensor by the LPGD technique for the application of electrical, label-free detection of 

complementary single strand DNA sequence.  Direct electrical detection of a 19 base pair 

DNA sequence at femto molar concentration level is achieved with selectivity against a 

single base pair mismatch.  The biosensor is constructed and configured to examine 

sensing response based on the mentioned mechanism of modulation of Schottky barrier 

and the dominant sensing mechanism is shown to be the modulation of the metal-
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semiconductor Schottky barrier junction due to the hybridization of DNA at the gold 

electrodes near the junction. 

 

4.2     Materials and Methods 

 

Thiolated ssDNA (Integrated DNA Technologies, 5’-/5ThioMC6-D/GAT TTT ATT CCT 

TTT GTT C-3’) was reduced in 0.1 M dithiothreitol (DTT) of 10 mM phosphate buffer at 

pH 7.5 at room temperature to cleave the disulfide bonds.  The solution was then desalted 

with NAP-10 Column (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences AB) for the removal of DTT.  The 

purified sample was then pipetted into 50 µl aliquots.  Two sequences, the 

complementary sequence (5’-GAA CAA AAG GAA TAA AAT C-3’) and a single base 

pair mismatch sequence designated as MU2 (5’-GAA CAA AAG TAA TAA AAT C-3), 

were dissolved in 10 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, separately and diluted into various 

concentration.  All DNA sequences in buffers were then frozen in the freezer (-20°C) 

until usage. 

Bi2Te3 nanoribbon devices were fabricated via the technique lithographically 

patterned galvanic displacement 157.  Bi2Te3 nano-devices were cleaned with ethanol and 

purified water (18 MΩ cm).  Devices were incubated with thiolated ssDNA at room 

temperature for overnight.  Afterward, excess thiolated ssDNA were rinsed with purified 

water.  Devices were then incubated in either 1 mg/ml of BSA or 1mM mercaptohexanol 

to block the unoccupied surface for 1 hr.  During the hybridization experiments, 30 µl of 

various concentration of target ssDNA in 10 mM phosphate buffer was incubated for 5 
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min or 10 min.  Devices were rinsed with 0.1% Tween 20 in10 mM phosphate buffer for 

the BSA blocked devices and 10 mM phosphate buffer for the mercaptohexanol blocked 

devices.  Devices were then dried with N2.  Electrical measurement was done with a 

Hewlett Packard 4155A Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer. 

 

4.3   Results and Discussion 

 

The n-type Bi2Te3 nanoribbons were synthesized and assembled into nanodevices using 

the LPGD technique described previously 157.  To evaluate the Bi2Te3 nanoribbon devices 

for the detection of complementary DNA sequence, thiolated ssDNA probes were 

incubated with the nanodevice to functionalize the gold surface with ssDNA probes.  

Thiolated ssDNA are known to form a covalent bond with the gold surface via the gold-

thiol chemistry, and a variety of chemicals with the thiol functional group are frequently 

exploited for the surface functionalization of gold surface.  The thiolated ssDNA has no 

known interaction with the oxide surface of the Bi2Te3 nanoribbon.  After the 

functionalization of thiolated ssDNA probes, the nanodevices were treated with either 

mercaptohexanol or BSA to reduce non-specific adsorption of the target ssDNA.  

Mercaptohexanol has also been known to attach onto gold surface with thiolated DNA 

probe forming a mixed monolayer to promote hybridization and reduce non-specific 

adsorption of DNA onto the gold surface 183.  At the same time, bovine album serum 

(BSA) has also been utilized as a blocking agent via its cysteine residues to the gold 
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surface to reduce non-specific adsorption.  Figure 4.1 illustrates the schematics of the 

Bi2Te3 nanoribbon DNA biosensor. 

Resistance was recorded before and after the DNA hybridization and the change 

in resistance, ∆R/R0 = (Ihybridized-Iinitial)/Iinitial, was calculated at various complementary 

ssDNA concentration.  Figure 4.2 summarizes the electrical detection of hybridization 

from a 19 base pairs complementary sequence.  Control experiments were performed 

without the thiolated ssDNA probes resulting in the surface of the control nanodevices 

being modified with only MCH or BSA.  Negligible change in resistance was observed 

for the controls after incubation with the target complementary sequence for both sets of 

the devices indicating the lack of significant non-specific adsorption.  Reducing signal 

from non-specific adsorption is critical in order to reduce false positive signals from the 

biosensor since electrical signal was observed with a bare gold surface (data not shown).  

Comparing the controls between the nano-devices with BSA or mercaptohexanol as 

blocking agent showed negligible difference in the change of resistance establishing that 

these blocking agents performed equally well in reducing non-specific adsorption.  The 

calibration curves in figure 4.2A with 5 min. incubation time and figure 4.2B with 10 min. 

incubation time also demonstrated that an incubation time of 5 min. with target 

complementary sequence is adequate to obtain a reliable signal to provide rapid sensing 

response.  In both cases, the nano-devices were detecting a 19 base pairs complementary 

sequence at concentration as low as 100 fM.  The sub-picomolar detection limit is 

comparable to several silicon nanowire based DNA sensing devices previously 

demonstrated 175, 178.  The devices started to reach saturation at 10 pM concentration.  
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This might be attributed to low density of thiolated ssDNA because of low salt 

concentration during the incubation step.  Higher salt content during the incubation of 

thiolated ssDNA can increase the density, but also hinder the hybridization due to the 

higher surface charge density from the phosphate backbones of the ssDNA.  These DNA 

sensing responses were reproducible between several nanodevices.   

To demonstrate selectivity against mismatch ssDNA sequence, the nano-devices 

were prepared as previously described, and electrical responses after hybridization were 

compared between a complementary target ssDNA sequence and a sequence of ssDNA 

with 1 base pair mismatch designated as MU2 as shown in Figure 4.3.  The electrical 

nano-devices were capable of differentiating between a complementary sequence against 

a sequence with just one mismatch.  The mismatch sequence produced negligible 

response in all concentration, from 10 fM to 10 µM.  Nano-devices with MCH as 

blocking agent had no significant difference against nano-devices with BSA as blocking 

agent with 5 min. of hybridization time. 

In an attempt to improve the response of the DNA sensing nano-devices, the ionic 

strength of the buffer solutions were increased.  1 M potassium chloride (KCl) was added 

to the thiolated ssDNA probe buffer solution during the incubation step as well as the 

target ssDNA buffer solution during the hybridization step.  As shown in Figure 4, a 

higher sensitivity was achieved in accordance with the reported improved hybridization 

because of higher ionic strength 179, 184.  Although the electrical response for the 

complementary sequence did increase, similar increase was observed for one base pair 

mismatch sequence, MU2, as well (Figure 4).  While increasing the ionic strength 
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improved the hybridization of the complementary sequence due to the reduced 

electrostatic screening of the charges between each DNA strand, it had the same effect to 

the sequence with one base pair mismatch.  Similarly, DNA hybridization efficiency for a 

mismatch sequence with 2 mismatches in a 25-mer sequence has been reported to be 70% 

of a complementary sequence with a similarly high ionic strength (1 M NaCl) 185.  In 

contrast, other nanoscale DNA sensing devices with single base pair mismatch generated 

a lower electrical signal under low ionic strength hybridization condition 178, 181.  These 

results are also in agreement concluding that buffer with lower ionic strength during the 

hybridization step can reduce the false positive signal from mismatch DNA sequence at 

the expense of sensitivity indicating a delicate balance between sensitivity and selectivity.  

Careful optimizing of the hybridization is critical in reducing false positive electrical 

signal from mismatch sequence while maintaining sensitivity for the target 

complementary sequence as shown in Figure 3. 

 The sensing mechanism of electrical detection of nanoscale devices for DNA 

sensing has been a subject of discussion.  While several silicon nanowire based devices 

and carbon nanotube based devices have been attributing the sensing mechanism to field 

effect transistor behavior by modulating the carrier concentration of the semiconductor 

element itself 175, 176, 180, several carbon nanotube based devices have also been pointing 

to the modulation of metal-semiconductor Schottky barrier at the junction 180, 181.  In this 

case, since the thiolation of the ssDNA probes occurred entirely on the gold surface and 

there are no known chemistry involving thiols and the oxide surface of Bi2Te3, it is most 

likely that the sensing response was a result of the modulation of the work function of 
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gold near the junction due to hybridization event.  To elucidate the sensing mechanism 

behind the nano-devices, additional Bi2Te3 nano-devices were prepared according to the 

aforementioned protocols with one additional modification.  The junctions were covered 

by a coating of poly-methyl methacrylate (PMMA) leaving only the nanoribbons exposed 

to the functionalization of thiolated ssDNA probes and hybridization of target ssDNA 

sequence.  As shown in Figure 5, the change in resistance was much lower from the 

nano-devices when the junction was covered by PMMA with the nanoribbons exposed.  

This indicates that the dominant sensing mechanism of the Bi2Te3 devices is through the 

modulation of the work function of gold near the junction via DNA hybridization. 

 

4.4   Conclusion 

 

Label free electrical detection of complementary DNA sequence has been demonstrated 

here with excellent detection limit reaching as low as 100 fM for a 19 base pairs sequence.  

By controlling the hybridization condition, differentiation between a complementary and 

single base pair mismatch DNA sequence is obtained.  The sensing mechanism was 

determined to be Schottky based via modulation of the work function of the gold surface 

near the gold-Bi2Te3 junction.  The results demonstrated the possibility of alternative 

inorganic materials beyond carbon nanotubes and silicon based nano devices for 

electronic biosensing application.  The main advantage of device fabricated via LPNE 

technique is the cost effectiveness using well established high-yield standard 

photolithographic technique amiable to large scale manufacturing and assembly. 
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of a nanoscale DNA biosensor consisting of a Bi2Te3 nanoribbon.  
After Bi2Te3 nanoribbons are fabricated and assembled into nanodevices, the surfaces of 
the nanodevices are biofunctionalized with thiolated ssDNA probes and mercaptohexanol 
or BSA. 
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Figure 4.2: Electrical detection of hybridization of complementary DNA sequence.  
Devices functionalized with thiolated ssDNA probes are labeled as sample and devices 
with no thiolated ssDNA probe are labeled as control.  (A) These devices have been 
incubated with BSA for reducing non-specific adsorption of ssDNA onto the device.  (B)  
These devices have been incubated with mercaptohexanol for reducing non-specific 
adsorption of ssDNA. 
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Figure 4.3: Electrical response comparison of hybridization between a complementary 
sequence and a 1 base pair mismatch sequence.  Biosensors with MCH had no significant 
difference in response against devices with BSA as a blocking agent for reducing non-
specific adsorption. 
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Figure 4.4: Electrical signal comparison of hybridization in buffers with higher ionic 
strength between a complementary sequence and a 1 base pair mismatch.  Higher ionic 
strength promote hybridization event.  DNA sequence with 1 base pair mismatch shows a 
lower electrical signal compared to a complementary sequence. 
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Figure 4.5: Electrical signal comparison between devices with both the channel and the 
junction exposed (shaded box), and with just the channel exposed by covering the 
junction with PMMA (open box).  Higher electrical response is obtained when the 
junction is exposed to surface functionalization and target ssDNA sequence. 
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Chapter 5 :  Conclusion and Summary 
 

This work has first employed the template-directed electrodeposition method to 

electrodeposited CdTe nanowires with different varying composition.  The deposition 

temperature strongly influenced crystallinity of CdTe nanowires from amorphous to 

nanocrystalline quality.  As-deposited nearly stoichiometric CdTe nanowires have 

nanocrystals with grain size up to 60nm, and annealed CdTe nanowires showed improved 

grain size and increased resistivity.  Control of resistivity was also achieved by adjusting 

the composition of CdTe nanowire demonstrating the effectiveness of template directed 

electrodeposition.  Electrical characterization of a single CdTe nanowire revealed a 

typical S-shape I-V curve of a semiconductor due to Schottky barrier height and contact 

geometry.  Temperature dependent I-V measurement showed two distinct charge 

transport mechanisms which was determined to be thermally activated mechanism at T>-

50°C and tunneling at T<-50°C.  The CdTe nanowire showed low photoconductivity due 

to the possible recombination of electron-hole pairs at grain boundaries and the presence 

of Schottky barriers. 

The effects of composition on electrical and optoelectronic properties were 

examined more closely with CdTe nanoribbons synthesized by the lithographically 

patterned nanowire electrodeposition technique.  Synthesized CdTe nanoribbons with 

controlled dimensions and composition, and their electrical and optoelectronic properties 

were systematically investigated.  Te-rich to Cd-rich CdTe nanoribbons were 

electrodeposition by controlling applied deposition potential.  Electrical resistivity, FET 
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mobility, and photocurrent were shown to be strongly dependent on composition.  The 

main advantage of device fabricated via LPNE technique is the cost effectiveness using 

well established high-yield standard photolithographic technique amiable to large scale 

manufacturing and assembly. 

 Biosensing application has been realized with a nanoscale Bi2Te3 nanoribbon 

sensing device fabricated by the LPNE technique.  Label free electrical detection of 

complementary DNA sequence has been demonstrated here with excellent detection limit 

reaching as low as 100 fM for a 19 base pairs sequence.  By controlling the hybridization 

condition, differentiation between a complementary and single base pair mismatch DNA 

sequence was obtained.  The sensing mechanism was determined to be Schottky based 

via modulation of the work function of the gold surface near the gold-Bi2Te3 nanoscale 

heterojunction.  The results demonstrated the possibility of alternative inorganic materials 

beyond carbon nanotubes and silicon based nanoscale devices for electronic biosensing 

application.   

This work has only but touched upon a portion of what one-dimensional 

nanostructures have to offer.  There are still difficult challenges in the area of fabrication, 

device assembly, and application of one-dimensional nanostructures.  Although one-

dimensional nanotechnology remains in research and development, more effort, research 

and development in this area will undoubtedly proof fruitful in the pursuit of functional 

nanoscale complex devices for various commercial and industrial application. 
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Appendix 1 : Biomolecules-Carbon Nanotubes Doped 
Conducting Polymer Nanocomposites and their Sensor 
Application 
 

Reprinted from Talanta, Vol 74, Kum, M.C., Joshi, K.A., Chen W., Myung, N.V., 

Mulchandani, A., Biomolecules-carbon nanotubes doped conducting polymer 

nanocomposites and their sensor application, 370-375, Copyright 2007, with permission 

from Elsevier 

 

Abstract 

 

A simple method for preparing bio-functionalized soluble single-walled carbon 

nanotubes (SWNTs) is described.  Different proteins such as bovine serum albumin 

(BSA), cytochrome c and horseradish peroxidase (HRP) were used to solubilize low 

functionality SWNTs in water aided by sonication.  The unbound proteins were removed 

by column chromatography and the SWNT-protein conjugate was used as the sole 

anionic dopant in electropolymerization of polypyrrole from polymerization solution at 

pH above the isoelectric point of the protein to provide a negative charge.  The 

morphology of the polypyrrole with SWNT-protein dopant was found to be three-

dimensional and fibrous with wide open interlocking pores in contrast to smooth and 

cauliflower-like for chloride doped polypyrrole. Enhanced sensor performance was 

demonstrated for hydrogen peroxide detection on polypyrrole/SWCNT-HRP 
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nanocomposites modified electrode. Such nanocomposites can be potentially applied for 

other biosensor and bio-fuel cell applications. 

 

A1.1    Introduction 

 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) exhibit unique electronic, metallic, and structural 

characteristics 186.  Due to these interesting properties there are reports in literature about 

the sensor applications of CNTs 187, 188. CNTs show electrocatalytic activity toward 

biologically important compounds such as dopamine, epinephrine, and ascorbic acid 189, 

NADH 190, phenolic compounds 191, hydrogen peroxide 192, and thiol compounds such as 

cysteine, glutathione, and thiolcholine 193, 194. CNTs also possess high surface area and 

have been used to facilitate immobilization of biological molecules 195-197 and for 

biosensor applications 198-200.  

Another important class of organic material for electronic devices is conducting 

polymers (CPs).  Conducting polymers contain alternating single and double bonds 

between the carbon atoms in their backbone which provide tunable electronic properties 

(metallic to insulator), low energy optical transitions, low ionization potential and high 

electron affinity 201-205.  However, most of these properties depend on the synthesis 

procedure as well as on the dopant nature 206.  Furthermore conducting polymers exhibit 

poor mechanical strength. To this end, CNTs doped CP nanocomposites have been 

explored to improve the mechanical and electrical properties of CPs 207-212. 
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The use of CNTs for promising applications of biosensors, biofuel cells, etc., is 

made difficult due to their poor solubility in most solvents 213, 214.  Of the several methods 

reported for the solubilization of CNTs, non-covalent functionalization is promising 

because of the simplicity and as it does not affect the structure of CNTs 215. In the present 

work, we report for the first time a simple and mild method to bio-functionalize and 

solubilize single-walled CNTs (SWNTs) in a single step based on non-covalent 

adsorption of proteins on to SWNT and the incorporation of the SWNT-protein 

conjugates in polypyrrole as sole anionic dopant to make nanocomposites for biosensing 

applications.  This unique method has potential for other important applications such as 

bio-fuel cells. 

 

A1.2    Expermental and Methods 

 

A1.2.1  Materials 

 

Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) with low functionality, sold under the trade 

name of P2-SWNT, were provided by Carbon Solutions, Inc. (Riverside, CA, USA).  

Bovine serum albumin (BSA), horseradish peroxidase (HRP), cytochrome c (Cytc), and 

pyrrole monomer were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI) and all other 

chemicals and supplies were purchased from Fisher Scientific. (Tustin, CA, USA). 
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A1.2.2  Solubilization/dispersion of SWNTs with proteins and purification of 

SWCNT-protein conjugate 

 

1 mg/ml of SWNTs and 5 mg/ml of protein (i.e. BSA, HRP, or Cytc) were dissolved in 

deionized H2O.  The mixture was sonicated for 20 min and then centrifuged for 5 min at 

13800xg.  

Gel chromatography was used to purify the SWNT-protein conjugate from excess 

protein. Sephadex G-150 that was pre-soaked and deaerated using a vacuum pump was 

packed up to 16 cm in a 2.5 cm diameter by 22 cm long glass column.  The SWNT-

protein supernatant recovered after centrifugation was layered on the top of the gel and 

eluted using water flowing under gravity.  Volume fractions were collected for 1 min 

duration using a Bio Rad model 2110 fraction collector (Bio Rad Laboratories, Hercules, 

CA, USA) and analyzed for the presence of SWNTs by measuring absorbance at 500 nm 

using spectrophotometer (Cary 1E, Varian Inc., Melbourne, Australia) and protein by the 

Bradford protein assay (Bio Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA) and/or absorbance at 

280 nm for BSA and 405 nm corresponding to heme for HRP and cytochrome c. 

Fractions showing high absorbance at 725 nm and protein content were pooled for further 

use. 

 

A1.2.3   Characterization of SWNT-protein conjugate and PPy/SWNT-protein 

nanocomposite 
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Scanning electron microscopy (Leo SUPRA 55, Carl Zeiss, Germany) and atomic 

force microscopy (Nanoscope E and associated equipments, Veeco Instruments, Inc San 

Clemente, CA, USA) were used for investigation of the surface morphology.  

Vis-NIR absorption spectra for the SWNT-protein conjugate were measured using 

Mikropack DH-2000 UV-Vis-NIR Light Source and Ocean Optics HR4000 High 

Resolution Spectrometer (Ocean Optics Inc., Dunedin, FL, USA) using a quartz cuvette. 

 

A1.2.4  Electropolymerization and H2O2 detection 

 

Pyrrole was added to the SWNT-protein conjugate pooled fractions for a final 

concentration of 0.5M.  The mixture was sonicated for 15 min, the pH adjusted to 7 and 

then purged with nitrogen gas for 10 min for deaeration.   

The electropolymerization was performed using cyclic voltammetry (CV) from -

0.65V to 1.05 V for 50 cycles using a multi potentio/galvanostat (VMP2, Princeton 

Applied Research, Oak Ridge, TN, USA).  Three electrode configurations were used for 

electropolymerization where a polished glassy carbon electrode, platinum wire and 

Ag/AgCl in 3M KCl were used as working, counter and reference electrode, respectively.  

The scan rate was fixed at 50 mV/s.  

After the electropolymerization, the PPy/SWNT-protein thin film was subjected 

to overoxidation by cycling the potential from -0.2V to 1.3 V for 50 cycles at 100 mV/s 

in a deaerated phosphate buffer solution.  The overoxidized film was tested for response 

to 5x10-3 M hydrogen peroxide at varying potential from -0.3V to 0.2V vs. Ag/AgCl 
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reference electrode using a BASi Amperometric Detector (LC-4C, BASi Inc., West 

Lafayette, IN, USA). 

 

A1.3  Results and Discussion 

 

A1.3.1   Solubilization/dispersion of SWNTs with proteins 

 

In an aqueous environment, pristine SWNTs aggregated and settled down at the bottom 

of the vial (Fig. A1.1, left), but with the addition of BSA, the SWNTs appeared well 

dispersed in a suspension (Fig. A1.1, right).  This SWNT-BSA conjugate was stable for 

well over 2 weeks at room temperature.  It has been demonstrated that nonspecific 

binding occurs between the hydrophobic surface region of a protein and the side wall of a 

SWNT 216.  With proteins adsorbed on the surface of the SWNT, the SWNT-protein 

became more water soluble as the surface of the nanostructures became more hydrophilic.  

This is in agreement with other published work 217. HRP also displayed similar results 

whereas Cytc was visually inconclusive and would be verified in a subsequent analytical 

experiment. The solubilization of SWNT by protein adsorption opens a facile and mild 

route for synthesizing functional SWNT-protein conjugate in comparison to the covalent 

attachment routes demonstrated to-date. The elimination of harsh chemicals and 

conditions employed in functionalization of CNTs with biomolecules are the added 

advantages of the present methodology. 
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A1.3.2  Characterization of SWNT-protein conjugates 

 

The morphology of SWNT-BSA conjugate was characterized with SEM and AFM.  The 

SEM images (Fig. A1.2) distinctly differentiated between the highly dispersed state of 

SWNT-BSA conjugates and the aggregated state of pristine SWNTs.  The AFM image 

(Fig. 3) of a single SWNT-BSA conjugate structure showed numerous globular structures 

binding to a linear structure potentially consisting of multiple SWNTs.  The length and 

diameter of the structure in the AFM image suggested that there were multiple SWNTs 

since the dimensions of the entire structure were well over the typical length and diameter 

of a single SWNT.  It was very likely that the hydrophobic side walls of several SWNTs 

bound to each other in a stacking manner as well as to the hydrophobic surface of the 

proteins.  The size of the globular structures from the AFM image also indicated 

numerous BSA proteins amassing together. These images confirmed the formation of 

SWNT-protein conjugate. 

The amounts of CNTs dispersed can be determined from the absorbance in either 

the visible range at 500 nm or in the near-infra red region at 1025 nm 218, 219. While the 

absorbance in the visible range has no specific attribute to any CNT property, the NIR 

absorbance is a characteristic of the SWNTs relating to the S22 interband transition. The 

absorbance of the SWNT-protein dispersion at both wavelengths indicated the presence 

of SWNTs in the dispersion and the trend of decreasing solubility in the order of BSA > 

HRP > cytochrome c. Based on 1025 nm absorbance, for which there is no reported 
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extinction coefficient, the SWNT-BSA was approximately 5 times more soluble than 

SWNT-HRP, whereas SWNT-cytochrome c was very weakly soluble while solubility 

calculated based on the reported extinction coefficient of 28.6 L g-1 cm-1 for HiPco 

SWNT 220 at 500 nm the solubility were 52.4 mg/L, 21.3 mg/L and 3.8 mg/L for SWNT-

BSA, SWNT-HRP and SWNT-Cytc, respectively (Fig. 4).  The drastic difference in 

solubility can be attributed to a varying level of hydrophobic interaction between the 

proteins and the SWNTs resulting in a varying amount of solubilized SWNTs.  If a 

protein does not have a sufficiently large surface area of hydrophobic groove on its 

surface, then the level of hydrophobic interaction with SWNTs can be significantly 

reduced and thus negatively affect the solubilization via non-covalent functionalization. 

The predominant absorbance peak at 405 nm for HRP and cytochrome c is attributed to 

the heme in these proteins and is an additional confirmation of the presence of these 

proteins in the conjugates and the concentration trend. 

 

A1.3.3  Electropolymerization of PPy with SWNT-protein conjugate as 

dopant  

 

CNTs solubilized by introducing –COOH groups or by covalent attachment of poly(m-

aminobenzene sulfonic acid) have been used as a dopant in polypyrrole film to improve 

the conductivity and mechanical strength of the film 212, 221.  In this work, SWNT 

solubilized through protein adsorption was applied as the dopant instead.  Since the pI of 

BSA is around 4.7 and the pI of the 7 isozymes of HRP is reported to be between 3-9, 
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both SWNT-proteins conjugates can have overall net negative charges at the pH 7 used 

for electrochemical polymerization which would allow SWNT-protein conjugates to act 

as dopants in a polypyrrole film.  Pyrrole was added to the purified SWNT-protein 

suspension and electropolymerized into a film using cyclic voltammetry (Fig. A1.5).  The 

CVs exhibited typical growth behaviors of an electropolymerization process with a 

pronounced reduction peak.  Because no electrolyte has been added into the deposition 

bath, SWNT-protein was acting as both an electrolyte and a dopant during the 

electropolymerization process.  The current was much lower during the growth in 

comparison to the PPy/Cl film because of the higher conductivity and concentration of 

Cl- anion compared to the SWNT-protein conjugate.  SWNT-cytochrome c was not used 

in this experiment because of the very low concentration. For SWNT-cytochrome c 

conjugate to act as dopant, the electropolymerization would have to be performed at pH 

above 11 because the pI of cytochrome c is in the range of 10.37-10.80. 

As shown in Fig. A1.6, the surface morphology of the PPy films differed 

remarkably between the PPy/SWNT-BSA and PPy/Cl films.  SEM image of PPy/SWNT-

BSA film revealed a very fibrous three dimensional reticular structure with interlocking 

pores whereas the image of PPy/Cl displayed a typical smooth and cauliflower 

morphology.  As the solubilized SWNT-BSAs were being integrated into the polypyrrole 

film during the electropolymerization process, polypyrrole also coated the surfaces of 

these conjugates and produced these fibrous structures on the film.  These images further 

verified that SWNT-BSA have been embedded in the polymer matrix as a dopant.  The 

fibrous nature of the film allows the film to be more porous with increased surface area, 
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which would reduce the mass transfer limitation compared to a thick polypyrrole film.  

Having a larger surface area and lower mass transfer limitation facilitating easier access 

to substrate are favorable for many engineering applications such as fuel cells, in addition 

to the sensor application demonstrated in the current work. 

 

A1.3.4  Application of SWNT-HRP conjugate doped polypyrrole composite 

 

Recent studies have shown that CNTs can enhance electrochemical reactivity of 

biomolecules and promote electron transfer reactions of proteins. To evaluate the 

potential of SWNT-protein doped polypyrrole film for biosensor, we studied the response 

to H2O2 of PPy/SWNT-HRP nanocomposites film and compared to the response of the 

PPy film in which the HRP (no SWNT) was entrapped during the electropolymerization 

with chloride dopant by performing hydrodynamic voltammetry (HDV).  Since PPy is 

conducting and also has reducing power and can interfere in the signal from the 

interaction of the SWNT-HRP or HRP with hydrogen peroxide, the films were 

overoxidized to render them non-conducting/insulating. As shown in Fig. A1.7, the CVs 

for both films at the end of the overoxidation appeared identical in phosphate buffer 

solution transforming the polypyrrole matrix insensitive to H2O2 and thereby allowing the 

measured signal to be originated from the reduction of H2O2 by SWNT-HRP or HRP 

only.   

Fig. A1.8 shows a comparison of the response of PPy/SWCNT-HRP and 

PPy/Cl/HRP modified electrodes as a function of applied potential to 5mM H2O2. The 
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output current over the full range of potential for the SWNT-HRP doped PPy was higher 

than for the HRP modified chloride doped PPy. The results show specifically at -0.3V, 

the improvement in response was well over 5-fold in comparison against the PPy/Cl/HRP 

film.  The enhanced response can be attributed to several factors.  First, the enhanced 

electron transfer within the polypyrrole matrix from the presence of SWNTs.  Second, the 

direct electron transfer from the active site of the enzymes to the electrode through the 

SWNT bridging them.  Third, improved accessibility of the enzyme catalytic sites for the 

substrate due to highly open reticular morphology of the nanocomposite film.  Lastly, the 

increased loading of the HRP in the film resulting from the incorporation of SWNT-

protein as a dopant and improved efficiency of protein immobilization by adsorption on 

the SWNTs over the conventional method of entrapment in the film.  

 

A1.4  Conclusion 

 

We demonstrated for the first time a simple and benign method for one-step 

solubilization and functionalization of CNTs through adsorption under mild/benign 

conditions and the application of the SWCNT-protein conjugates as dopants for the facile 

synthesis of SWNT-protein-polypyrrole nanocomposites by electrochemical 

polymerization. The resulting nanocomposites demonstrated enhanced sensor 

performance when compared to film with entrapped enzyme.  Such strategy potentially 

can be employed for other biosensors and bio-fuel cell applications by simply substituting 

another protein.   
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Figure A0.1: Photograph of pristine SWNTs (left vial) and SWNT-BSA (right vial) in an 
aqueous environment after 2 weeks. 
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Figure A0.2: SEM images of pristine SWNTs (A) and SWNT-BSA conjugates (B). 
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Figure A0.3: AFM image of SWCNT-protein conjugate. 
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Figure A0.4: Vis-NIR absorption spectra of SWNT-proteins. 
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Figure A0.5: Potentiodynamic electropolymerization of PPy with (A) SWNT-BSA, (B) 
SWNT-HRP, and (C) Cl- as dopants.  Pyrrole concentration was fixed at 0.5M.  The scan 
rate was at 50mV/s for 50 cycles. 
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Figure A0.6: SEM images of A) PPy/SWNT-BSA and B) PPy/Cl- thin films. 
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Figure A0.7: Overoxidation of (a) PPy/SWNT-HRP and (b) PPy/Cl-/HRP films. 
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Figure A0.8: Hydrodynamic voltammogram of PPy/SWCNT-HRP and PPy/Cl-/HRP 
films with 5mM H2O2 as the analyte. 
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